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Writers Please Notice. 
If we could reach the ears of 
all those who write for these col-
umns we would say as loudly as 
we c.o-uld. Donf try to save 
paper by crowding the writing. Write 
plainly. Be sure you spell 
all proper names correctly and 
let the letters be correctly 
formed. 
T H E D E M O N ' S T R A P . 
Where dr'ink is sold, I passed one day, 
With senses all attune 
T o the ruin wrought, and read this sign, 
"The Tidal Wave Saloon." 
O, what a truth was written there 
In that repellent sign, 
As they might tell whose ruined souls 
Went out on the flow of wine! 
There's cowering shame wthere beauty 
reigned, 
Despair where hope had stood; 
And rampant evil, raging round, 
Has oractised as it wbuld; 
A beggar's nags where wealth had beeti, 
A beggar's crust for food; 
In homes where all was joy and peace, 
Now want and woe intrude. 
A sister stands \Vith saddened brow. 
And views tfhe ruin wrought; 
A widow kneels in tears of grace, 
To bear it as sihe ought— 
A ruined home, a ruined name, 
A ruined hope and trust; 
The brightest joy of human life 
AM trampled in the dust. 
The dead, the bartered dead, that fait 
Are but the toll the rum fiend takes 
T o desolate the land. 
Man names the price, and g-rants the right 
T o spoil the hitman race; 
Rum pays the golden bribe, and flings 
Our dead men in our face. 
Our hundred thousand drunken dead. 
Which Heaven's books record, 
Are sold to fill the traitor's purse, 
A s Judas sold his Lord. 
And still we sit, and still we dTeaaa 
Of peace and duty done, 
While this gigiantie tidal wave 
Ralls westward with the sun. 
Then fling the temperance banner out 
Between the earth and sky. 
Your Captain is on high. 
Your battlefield is here below, 
The hosts of God are with tihe rigiht, 
And Right shall victor be; 
And some slhall sing the victor song 
Thru all eternity. 
O, haste the day when love shall reigw. 
When wickedness shall cease; 
When this old earth shall know agai» 
The blessedness of peace. 
Thalt glorious morning will not wait: 
Its coming may be soon, 
Wlhen God Himself shall reckon wisk 
"The Tidal Wave Saloon." 
Thou might's't have sent from heaven 
albove 
Angelic hosts to tell the story; 
Rut in Tfav condescending' love 
On men thou hast conferred the g'lory. 
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EDITORIAL. 
R U S S E L I S M . 
At a State Council, held at Harrisburg, 
Pa., several years ago, Bishop S. R. 
Smith was authorized to edit a pamph-
let, in which Russelism would be explain-
ed and refuted. Pressure of work has 
prevented Bra. Smith from completing 
this work, and since there is a pressing 
need for a work of this kind, the Messiah 
Bible School, to have reliable matter in 
reference to this subject, arranged with 
the C'has. C. Cook Publishing Co., for 
the publication of five hundred copies of 
Millennial Dawnism, "The Blasphemous 
Religion Which teaches the Annihilation 
of Jesus Christ," by I. M. Haldeman, 
D. D. 
The regular price of these pamphlets 
is ten cents per copy, but on account of 
a large order, the school is enabled to sell 
them at seven cents post paid, to any 
address, United States or Canada. U . 
S. stamps accepted in payment. 
We believe this papm'hlet to be the 
best yet published against Russelism, and 
think that it should be in the hands of 
every minister, at least, of our church. 
For copies address Enos H. Hess, 
secy, Grantham, Pa. 
Enos H. Hess V. Pres.,& Secy. 
The following letter frdm Bro. T. A . 
Long, SalCm, Texas, ought to meet the 
eyes of some minister 'brother to whom 
the proposition would appeal. Sr. Long 
is now in the East, and iiif Bro. Long 
secures the release he asks for he will 
come East too, and be ready to answer 
calls in the evangelistic field as indicated 
in his letter. The letter follows: 
A M I N I S T E R W A N T E D . 
If some 'brother who would wish to 
spend the Winter in the South would 
came to Salem, Texias, and assist Bro. 
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Peter Fike in my stead, I could give 
myself to the Evangelistic field for the 
coming Winter, to labor where called 
011. For such who suffer from the cold 
Winters in the North this is a good 
place. Many come to the Gulf Coast 
to recuperate. Many thousands come 
over Winter. I wrote Bro. F . Elliott 
of Richmond Hill, Ont., some time ago 
inviting him to come and take my place. 
Should he decide to come, we would 
feel well provided. Should he refuse 
the place is open for some one else. 
The one who accepts the offer can 
take possession of our dwelling and 
all connected with it, one or two cows, 
chickens, garden, horse and buggy to 
attend the meetings away from our place. 
Our church house is within a few rods 
of our yard. 
Mar£p, who have weak lungs come here 
to escape the cold Northern climate. 
We wish to state to any who contem-
plate coming that we have a few days 
occasionally when the North winds are 
•quite chilly and good warm clothes are 
in demand. I hope to hear from some 
®tie who will volunteer to come. 
T . A. Long. 
We are anxious that all subscription 
renewals, whether now due, or expiring 
alt the end .of the year, be sent in early. 
To encourage our friends to do so we 
hold out special inducements. Our 
Scripture Text Wall Calendar for 1914 
is ready and the price is 25 cents singly. 
We have concluded to offer to all sub-
scribers new or old the VISITOR for a 
year, our calendar, and one motto en-
titled , "Rules for Today," for $1 .35. 
The price of the moitto is 25 cents. We 
also offer a Self-filling Fountain Pen, 
price $1 .50 for $ 1 . 1 0 to all who are in 
need of one. We have used this pen for 
more than a year and it has given sat-
isfaction. All new subscriptions will be 
credited to Jan. 1915, from now on. 
Will send back numbers of October as 
long as the supply las(ts. Those who 
are not ready to renew early can secure 
the Calendar and motto by dropping us 
a card, thus getting them to them early. 
We would be glad for a thousand orders 
by December 1. Calendars in quantities, 
5 for $ 1 .00; 12 for $2.25. 
In a brief obituary elsewhere ia this 
issue there is the announcement of the 
passing away at the home of her son, 
Henry N., in Abilene, Kan., of Sister 
Engle, widoiw of the late bishop Jesse 
Engle, well and favorably known thru-
out the Brotherhod, not only as a gifted 
church officer and preacher, but as the 
pioneer missionary of the church, and 
who lies buried at the Matopo Mission, 
South Africa. In all the aatJivities of 
Bish., Engle, he had the loyal support 
of his wife. She stood loyally by him 
when passing thru most trying circum-
stances, accompanied him fto Africa, 
sharing with him the hardships attending 
thait effort. A f te r her husband's death 
she returned to the homeland and spent 
her closing years among her children. 
Now the burden of life has been laid 
aside and she has gone to her reward, 
where faith gives way to sight. Her 
sons rise up and call her blessed. 
We are glad to note that the Messiah 
Bible School and Missionary Training 
Home, at Grantham, Pa., has started in 
with the Fall Term with an increased 
attendance. The number is a few less 
than fifty which number it is hoped may 
yet be reached by students coming later. 
Members of the teaching staff speak 
highly of the students. The West, Kan-
sas, Oklahoma, and Illinois, is well rep-
presented by a number of fine young 
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people who will help to increase the pres-
, ;ge n{ the school. We earnestly 
hope the institution will grow in all 
things that .make for excellency, and 
will merit and receive the confidence and 
support of our people as a whole, and 
that year by year its usefulness may in-
crease. May it ever remain a safe in-
stitution, and young people who are 
trained there go out saved and educated 
to be a blessing to the world. 
Mr. S. D. Gordon is probably one of 
the most popular present-day writers on 
religious themes. His "Quiet Talks" 
series consists of possibly six or more 
books, and are extensively advertised 
and recommended iby the religious press. 
In a former issue we called attention to 
a warning given by the editor of Our 
Hope which said that Mr. Gordon was 
unsound in his teaching. His latest 
book "Quiet Talks on the Lord's Re-
turn" came in for the criticism of Mr. 
Gabelein. More recently The Gospel 
Message has undertaken to show Mr. 
Gordon's unsoundness as found in the 
second part of the same book. The re-
viewer charges that Mr. Gordon here 
teaches, 
1. That many men will be saved by 
their own works, and that any man any-
where could be so saved. 
2 That the book conveys a wrong im-
pression as to the extent of man's de-
pravity. 
3 That the teaching of the book seems 
to ignore the New Birth. 
4. That the book gives a wrong con-
ception of the wrath and judgments of 
God, and 
5. Th^t"the teaching of this book will 
kill Missionary zeal. 
The passages from the book which 
are quoted by the reviewer to sulbstan-
ciate his charges as given above are too 
extensive for us to produce here but 
the criticism seems to be entirely just, 
and it is well that people should know 
the truth about it, since the Quiet Talks 
books are quite popular among the read-
ing public. Better read nothing than 
to read that which is apt to be poison 
to the minds of those who read. 
Just after going to press with our 
last isue, a brief word came from Bro. 
Frey advising us of their safe arrival 
at Bulawayo, at 9 P. M. Aug. 28. The 
distance from Cape Town to Bulawayo, 
1360 miles, was made in just fifty eight 
and half hours. The trains make speed-
ier time than formerly. Bro. Steiger-
wald met them at Bulawaya. They were 
all well and glad to be back home again. 
Bro. Frey and family and possibly Sr. 
Doner, were going by train to Mtshebazi 
and Sr. Baker would accofcnpaVy Bro. 
Steigerwald to Matopo. All were en-
joying good health. 
Bro. and Sr. J . H. Myers arrived irt 
Harrisburg, Pa., on the 2nd., inst. OR 
the way from Thomas, Okla.,\ they vi-
sited a week at Goodman, Mo. Their 
present address is 1837 Boas St., Harris-
burg, Pa. They wish the friends to 
know that their health is considerably 
better than it was at the time of General 
Conference. They request the prayers 
of the saints in their behalf. 
G L E A N I N G S . 
In the tenth of Hebrews, where the 
object is to exhort believers to hold fast 
their confidence, we read, "Cast not 
away therefore your confidence, which 
hath great recompense of reward. For 
ye have need of patience, that after ye 
have done the will of God, ye might re-
ceive the promise. For yet a little while 
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and he that shall come will come, and will 
not tarry. Now the just shall live by 
faith." 'Here we have faith presented 
not only as the ground of righteousness, 
but as the vital principle which we are to 
live, day by day, from the starting-post to 
the goal of the Christian course. There 
is no other way of righteousness—no 
other way of living, but by faith. It is 
by faith we are justified, and by faith we 
live. By faith we stand and by faith we 
walk.—Sel. 
'Tis with "such measure as ye mete!" 
"Who loves is loved," glad lips repeat; 
The kindly word is multiplied, 
Returning by ths earliest tide; 
The helping hand is helped in turn; 
Whs teaches from the child will leant; 
Who gives will gracious alms receive; 
Who spreads his joy forgets to grieve; 
Whose little candle lights the ivay 
For others when some shadow bars, 
Will guided be himself by ray 
Of glory passing sun or stars! 
Mary Mason Poynter. 
How constantly we are rushing into 
life with all its demands, half-dressed! 
When we are proud we have left out 
Christ's humility; when we are morally 
weak, we have forgotten to put on Christ 
as our strength; when we fail in some 
temptation we have failed to put on 
Christ as the compflelment of all demands, 
when there is lack in us of the sweetness, 
reasonableness and loveliness of Jesus, it 
is because we have forgotten to put on 
His "meek and quiet spirit." Let us 
"put on the Lord Jesus Christ," and 
every part of His vesture—"The gar-
ments of salvation," as well as the robe 
of righteousness."—Selected. 
* * * * * * * 
The bird that soars on highest wing, 
Builds dn the GROUND her lowly nest; 
And she that doth most SWEETLY sing, 
Sings in the shade when all things rest. 
In Lark and Nightingale we see, 
What honor hath humulity. 
When Mary chose the better part, 
She meekly sat at Jesus FEET. 
And Lydia's gently opened heart 
Was made for God's own temple meet, 
Fairest and best adorned is she, 
Whose clothing is humility. 
The saint that wears heaven's brightest 
crown 
In H U M B L E adoration bends; 
The weight of glory boivs him down, 
T H E N MOST, W H E N MOST his sotd as-
cends, 
Nearest the throne must ever be, 
The footstool of humility.-—Selected. 
* * * * * * * 
As I have said, Christ's voice comes 
to us again and again, sometimes direct, 
sometimes thru one of His disciples, but 
always reiterating and re-emphasizing 
this sakne demand. 'How is it that so 
few hear it? And how is it that those 
who hear do not always act as tho they 
heard? I remember reading some time 
ago of a talk a man had with his little 
son one Sunday when they were looking 
at the pictures in an illustrated Bible. 
Amongst them was a reproduction of 
Holman Hunt's "The Light of the 
World." You know it well—that pic-
ture of Christ standing outside the closed 
door of a house. The hinges were rus-
ty, the portals were overgrown with 
weeds and ivy, and the suppliant whose 
hand knocked seemed to get no response. 
The father told the little boy the story 
it portrayed—of Christ standing there 
and knocking, seeking admission. 
Af ter some thought the little boy said, 
"Father, did He get in?" 
" N o ; I don't think He did." 
"Why didn't He get in ?" 
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" I don't know why. But I am sure 
he didn't." 
"Was it because they did not hear Him 
knock?" 
" I don't know boy. I don't see quite 
how they could help hearing Him." 
The little fellow thought for a while, 
and then said, "O father, I think I know! 
They must have been living in the cellar. 
That is why they didn't hear Him!" 
We smile at the child's explanation but 
as we think about it we stop smiling, 
for we recognize the truth of it. Yes ! 
That is why a great many people never 
hear the voice of Jesus. They are living 
in the cellar, in the lowest things of life 
— f o r self-gratification, pleasure, sport, 
money-getting, and money-spending and 
the like! Oh, let us all make quite sure 
of this, that we are not living down in 
the cellar, or away at the back of the 
house, lest when Jesus comes to us saying 
"Where is My guest-chamber?" we are 
unable to recognize His voice.—Extract 
from a sermon at North field by J. Stuart 
Holden. 
* * * * * * * 
..And what shall this man dof" A 
wealthy zealous, self-sacrificing deacon 
of a country church in Vetlmont, known 
far and wide for his good works, was 
once asked why he led such a life of 
self-denial. H e replied, "When I be-
came a Christian and began to read my 
Bible understandingly, I read that I was 
called into the vineyard of the Lord, and 
I made up my mind I was not called 
there to eat grapes, but to hoe; and 
I've been trying to hoe ever since."—Sel. 
" I t is possible not only to locate Ka-
desh-barnea upon the map, but also to 
find it in the geography of the soul. It 
suggests not merely the point whence 
Israel turned back into the desert, but 
the scene where many a life has fallen 
into di-soouragement and disappointment 
and disgrace. It is the place of lost op-
portunity; of failure and defeat." 
Mr. Moody on the last day of his life, 
was listening to passages of the Bible 
as they were read to him by one of his 
sympathetic friends. At last he asked 
that the Bible be laid beside him, and he 
wrote on the margin of it; " I f God be 
your partner, make your plans large." 
The trouble with us is that we do not 
make our plans in life large enough. 
Why do we not enlarge the horizon of 
our life and let God be our partner in 
very truth? When we have done this 
we can say with confidence, "Nothing 
is too hard for God."—Onward. 
If everything around us is of the best, 
does this assure our being of the best? 
A newspaper dispatch tells of an inte-
resting experiment about to be made 
It is said that in one of our Southern 
cities "ninety-seven influential women 
have decided to test a theory that girls 
thru proper environment may obtain fe-
minine perfection. It is planned to se-
lect twenty glirls, ranging in age from 
four to sixteen years, and, by giving 
thelm the proper home atmosphere and 
training, to develop them into women of 
the highest intellect and capacity." The 
"higher mental and eugenics training" is 
to be the method for reaching this per-
fection. But this sort of human en-
vironment and training will never bring 
the results so laudably desired. In the 
Garden of Eden the environment was 
of the best, and the result was failure. 
Yet there is an environment that assures 
final perfection. That environment is 
Christ. And He is the only environ-
ment that can accomplish this. When, 
to our voluntary surrender to Him, we 
let Hiim not only encamp round about 
us but fill us with Himself as well, then 
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we have entered on a course of training 
and growth—the end of which is that 
we shall be like Him. Best of all this 
Christ-environment is freely offered to 
everyone—even to those whose human 
surroundings seem hopeless.—S. S. 
Times. 
* * * * * * * 
" N O T A B L E ? " — I f ever anybody 
was justified in saying 'that, it would 
have been a girl cradled in poverty, crip-
pled so that she must be strapped to a 
chair till nine years old, compelled to 
wear a steel harness and use crutches 
the rest of her life, and never free from 
pain. But at nine she went to school; 
at fourteen she hung out a sign; "Day-
school for Girls. F i f ty cents a Month." 
To keep in advance of the twenty pupils 
she gathered, she attended an afternoon 
school paying for her instruction by giv-
ing elementary • lessons to beginners. 
When she was eighteen, a stranded ac-
robat asked her to help him prepare'for 
a civil service examination, but had no 
money fro pay her. Altho already teach-
ing in two school and studying in an-
other, she gave Mm her evenings. Oth-
ers came with him and soon she had the 
first free evening school in her city. Be-
fore she completed her service she had 
also seen the need for an institution to 
care for crippled children, and had raised 
the money to house it. Had she been 
made of 'the same stuff as the ten spies, 
Sophie Wright of N«w Orleans would 
have died unknown and unwept.— 
Youth's Companion. 
The medical work at Tripoli and Ju-
nich is doing much to break down the 
prejudice of the Mohammedans and re-
present the spirit of the Great Healer. 
While we give about sixteen cents each 
per year, our converted heathen brothers 
give over two dollars each per year. 
CONTRIBUTIONS. 
B E Y E T H A N K F U L . 
B Y S. GRIM 
Paul fort-old that men and women will 
be unthankful in the last days. To see 
this fulfilled we only need to see how 
men and women do and act at the pre-
sent time. Many people are bora into 
this world by unthankful parents and 
thus the very nature and disposition is 
brought into ,,the world with them, and 
then instilled into them by the parents. 
They become so absorbed in unthankful-
ness and ingratitude that it is difficult 
for them1 to be thankful for 
what they 'get or even what they have. 
Sdme persons seem 'to see but little if 
anything, to be thankful for. They are 
more inclined to complaining, and there-
fore are more unthankful for what they 
do have, and may influence others to 
become like them. This gloom, dis-
couragement, and unthankf ulness are 
sown broadcast, and no telling where it 
will lodge, and how far it will go, and 
to what extent it will develop in the ac-
tions of men. 
"Godliness with contentment is great 
gain." "Let your conversation be with-
out covetousness; and be content with 
that which you have ;for he said I will 
never leave thee nor forsake thee." 
If we are tempted to think we have 
hard trials to go thru which may bring 
clouds of unthanfefulness, then let us 
begin to count the many blessings which 
we had enjoyed and which did us good 
as we were passing down the steeps of 
l i fe ; then we will begin to soon see what 
we reallv have in this life. W e know 
before hand that there was nothing pro-
mised as far as the world is concerned 
but sorrow, sickness, pain and death, 
Now what else can we expect? 
We are exhorted to give thanks not 
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for pleasant things alone, but for, or in, 
everything. " In everything give thanks; 
for this is the will of God in Christ Je-
sus concerning you." 
We should let our requests be known 
unto God with thankgiving, that is, we 
should thank Him for what we have, and 
should ask Him for anything we are in 
need of. 
If we thank Hkn for what we are 
able to accomplish for Him and ask Him 
to increase our ability and usefulness for 
His glorv and for our good, we are more 
likely to get our requests granted, than 
we should if we just want to have our 
own way, or become discouraged be-
cause of our inability to do more, and 
thereby belittle ourselves. If we are 
thankful for the little we can fill God will 
increase our usefulness in this world and 
also in the world to come. 
Louisville. Ohio 
D E A T H . A B L E S S I N G I N D I S G U I S E . 
B Y W. R. S M I T H -
Man was created immortal, and no 
doubt it was the purpose of the divine 
Creator, that he should live on forever 
in that delightful Eden home. Thru his 
disobedience and deplorable fall into sin, 
he died spiritually, and by the same act 
became subject to all of the ailments and 
various diseases, that have ever afflicted 
the human race. 
The sin of disobedience also brought 
physical death to the body into the 
world, and "so death passed upon all 
men, for all have sinned." (Rom. 5 : 1 2 ) . 
What an awful state of affairs sin 
brought about in the very beginning of 
man's life on earth. 
In the midst of the garden of Eden 
was a tree called the "Tree of L i fe , " 
What properties it had is not told, but 
it seemed to possess some wonderful life 
imparting qualities, for after man had 
sinned, God determined to send man 
forth from the garden, "lest he put forth 
his hand and take also of the Tree of 
Li fe , and -eat and live forever," as a 
spiritually naked, hiding miserable suf-
ferer. 
So man was driven out and cherubim 
and a flaming sword that turned every 
way, was placed there to keep and guard 
the way to the Tree of Life. 
God did not now purpose that man in 
his fallen diseased condition should live 
forever on earth, however, desirable per-
petual life might have been in a state of 
innocence. 
Perhaps but few if any, will believe 
me when I state that under present con-
ditions, physical death is a great blessing 
in disguise. 
If the divine Creator had permitted 
Adam and Eve to eat of the tree of life, 
the record plainly says they would live 
forever and as representatives of the 
human race all of their descendants 
would have lived also. Can one imagine 
what an awful condition this world 
would present? A sinful, diseased race 
of people endued with eternal l ife? No 
one dying since the creation of man, but 
all living, countless millions of them, 
afflicted with all the aches, pains and 
diseases that flesh is heir to. 
Multitudes that are incurable, deform-
ed in thousands of ways, the crippled 
and maimed, legions of blind, groping 
about in life-long darkness. 
Millions suffering, and groaning in an-
guish of heart for relief for thousands 
of years crying out for deliverance 
but can not die. 
What a truly horrible scene of human 
woe and sorrow that would be. Every-
where, all nations, tribes and people of 
earth, suffering because they are immor-
tal creatures, and must live on and on 
with all their many afflictions forever! 
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The wounded, torn and mangled con-
ditions in which human beings would 
crawl about or lie in a helpless state 
would be truly pitiful. Everywhere the 
same sad scenes of misery pain and aff-
liction exists, for no family is exempt. 
It has been estimated by some that 
fifty billions of people have lived on the 
earth since the Creation, but I think that 
is not a large enough number. But even 
with that population now, what a grow-
ing mass of human misery this world 
would have. 
Aged persons from the time of Adam, 
and all others born since, still going 
wearily about, weighed down with many 
years, longing to lay down the burden of 
life, and yet fully realizing that their 
stay here was forever. Who would 
want to live under such conditions and 
surroundings if they could avoid it? 
Truly it would seem more like a living 
death than life. 
/So to man in his fallen state, physical 
death has been a blessing in disguise, and, 
I believe, was so intended by the Creator 
in not allowing him to partake of the 
tree of life in the garden. 
How carefully God guarded this Tree 
of L i fe to prevent man from aproaching 
it is seen 'by His placing there a cheru-
bim, one of a high order of angels, and 
a flaming sword, the symbol of justice. 
God still loved man and wanted to 
save him by keeping him from what 
would be harrrtful in his now fallen state. 
For changed man, changed conditions 
were best, so the all-loving Father reach-
es out His hand to prevent man from 
making his sin eternal. 
This is why I think that the Tree of 
Li fe was so carefully guarded, to keep 
man from bringing upon himself and 
the whole human race an immortality 
of misery. 
From all this terrible story of the fall 
of man, we learn an ill-important lesson, 
which is, that tho man had lost his way 
to God, yet God in His infinite love and 
mercy at once provides a way to come to 
man with His great salvation. 
Fredonia, Kan. R. R. B. 
I A M O F T E N W E A R Y H E R E . 
B Y M . A L I C E K E E P E R 
I am often weary here, 
As I roam 
F a r from home 
I11 a world so sad and drear, 
And were not my Savior near, 
Whispering to me, "Do not fear ," 
I should soon 
Be overcome, 
But he does my strength renew. 
Day by day, 
All the way. 
He's my Shepherd, kind and true. 
Showing me just what to do, 
When I can see no way thru. 
!Oih how good 
•Is my L o r d ! 
He has told me of a place 
Where I may, 
Some glad day, 
Live with him, and see his face. 
And. because he gives me grace, 
I shall win in life's hard race 
And ere long 
Wear a crown, 
In that land, with glory bright, 
I will come 
T o a home 
Where there shall be no more night, 
And my soul will, with delight, 
Leave this world, where sin does Might 
And destroy 
Peace and joy. 
Ohnist will bear my spirit, o'er, 
Tho death's stream 
Dark may seem, 
I shall reach the other shore 
Safely, and forevermbre, 
With the saints who've gone before. 
I will sing-
To my King. 
Millersburg, Pa. 
While the gospel message has gone to 
almost every nation on earth, the remark-
able thing is that the Ishmaelites, or 
Arabs, have not as yet heard the good 
news of the Gospel. 
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News of Church Activity 
I N T H E 
H O M E A N D F O R E I G N F I E L D S 
Addresses of Missionaries. 
H. P. Steigerwald, Grace Steigerwald, Mary 
tteisey, Cora Alvis, Sallie DoneT, Hannah 
Africa. 
H. Frances Davidson, Lewis Steckley, Eli-
zabeth Engle, Macha Mission, Choma, N. W. 
Rhodesia, South Africa. 
Baker, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South 
H. J. and Emma Frey, Walter O. Winger, 
Abbie B. Winger, Sadie Book, Mtshabezi 
Mission, Gwanda, Rhodesia, South Africa. 
Isaac O. and A. Alice Lehman, box 5263, 
Johannesburg, South Africa. 
J sse and Docia Wenger, box 10, Boxsburg, 
Transvaal, South Africa. 
India. 
The following are not under the Foreign 
Mission Board: 
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Zook, Adra, B. N. R„ 
India. 
Elmina Hoffman, Kedgaon, Poona Dist., 
Ramabai Home, India. 
Mrs. Fannie Fuller, Gowalia, Tank Road, 
Bombay, India. 
Central America. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cassel, San Marcos, 
Guatemala, C. A. 
On Furlough Myron and Adda Taylor 
Jesse R. ?nd Malinda E y ter. 
O U R C I T Y M I S S I O N S . 
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 North Second St., 
in charge of Peter Stover and wife. 
Buffalo N. Y., Mission, 25 Hawley St., in 
charge of Eld. T. S. Doner and wife. 
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., in charge 
of Sr Sarah Bert, Bro. B. L. Brubaker and 
Sr. Nancy Shirk. 
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, 1226 W. nth., 
St., in charge of Eld. J. R. and Anna Zook. 
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in charge 
of E. N. and Adella Engle, R. R. No. 3, box 1.. 
San Francisco Mission, 52 Cumberland St., 
in charge of Sr. Lizzie Winger and workers. 
Dayton, Ohio, Mission, 601 Taylor St., in 
charge of W. H. and Susie Boyer. 
An election for deacon was held in 
Zion district, of Kans., on Oct. 1. The 
choice fell to Bro. Noah Zook who re-
cently was received in church fellowship. 
May the Lord set His seal to this choice 
and equip the brother for successful 
work. 
M E C H A N I C S B U R G , P A . 
A series of meetings will be held at this 
place, beginning Nov. 23. There meetings 
will be conducted by Eld. H. O. MusSer, of 
Elizabethtoiwn, Pa. All are invited to at-
tend. Cor. 
D A Y T O N M I S S I O N . 
We can hardly realize that the time is here 
again, to send in another monthly report of 
our work. The Apostle Paul was so much 
impressed with the brevity of time, as he said 
to the Corinthians, "But this I say, brethren, 
the time is short . "( I Cor. 7 :29) . And to the 
.Ephesians 5 : 16 , and Colossians 4:5, he said 
to redeem the time because the days were evil 
T o the Romans 1 3 : 1 1 , "And that knowing the 
time that it is high time, to awake out of 
sleep." "The night is f a r spent, the day is 
at hand." James 4 : 1 4 ; in speaking so im-
pressively of the briefness of time, said, 
"Whereas you know not what shall be on the 
morrow, for what is your l i fe? It is even 
a vapor, that appeareth for a (little time and 
then vanisheth away." 
Dear friends, just tihink, our whole l i fe-
time is compared to a passing vapor, and is 
the only time we can possibly have to do work 
for a long eternity. Then is it possible to 
have our work all done at the close of such 
a brief time of l ife, unless we are working 
with our might that which our hands finds to 
do while it is called today? At the close of 
the day to look baok with a regret, tho it be 
ever so serious 't will never undo tihe ne°ilect, 
nor reglain the loss of one moment unimlrov-
d Dear ones, let us think what it may mean 
to us were we to look back from eternity's 
shore and see one neglect, while passing thru 
brevity of time. We are not dealing in stocks 
and bonds but we are dealing with immortal 
souls, and e/ternal things. Then with sacred 
care, let us so improve this precious time, 
that the results thereof may please our Lord 
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at heaven's gates. 
We can report the work to be moving on 
as well as could be expected, considering the 
many hindrances that are against the work, 
and Spirit of the Loid, that sadly do exist in 
the wicked cities if our land. Last Sunday 
afternoon a poor drinking man came to the 
altar of prayer, to call upon God to help 
him to gelt free from that awful curse of our 
land, and to receive pardon of his many sins. 
He is the father oif eleven children, six living, 
and five dead. Those poor little children 
scarcely have enough to eat, or to wear, and 
have received a notice -to move, because of 
back rent. AM because he misused his hard-
earned money for drink. If you were to go 
into the home you would be moved with pity, 
lit is so sad to see how those poor little in-
nocent children must suffer from hunger, and 
cculd, because the flather is a drunkard. Let 
us pray that this man mlay not stop until he 
has gone entirely tihru with the Lord. We 
were glad to see them, he and wife, present 
at the meeting last night. He testified that the 
Lord is helping him. 
Another father made a start for the king-
dom a week ago last Sunday night, and a week 
ago last night at our prayermeeting one of our 
Sunday School girls came forward to the 
alitar confessing her sins to the Lord, and ask-
ing her mama to forgive her. Others re-
newed their covenant with the Lord. 
On Sept. 13, we experienced a blessed bap-
tismal service, our dear brother Taylor fol-
lowed his Lord into the rolling stream. It 
brought great joy to our hearts as we were 
wading out into the stream, to think of this 
precious man whom the Lord had rescued 
from a life of many years of sin, as you will 
notice in his own testimony in this issue. 
We were so glad to have our Conference 
appointed Elder J . N. Hoover, present to 
officiate in this sacred service. He explained 
Matt. 18, so impressively and proved a gre .t 
blessing to us all. May God bless His labors, 
is our prayer. 
We can again report, to the glory of God, 
that He has again supplied all our needs 
tihru the faithfulness of His dear children. 
May you all have a continual consciousness 
of the Lord's presence with you for your 
reward, is our sincere prayer. 
F I N A N C I A L . 
Report for September 1913. 
Balance on hand $18.04. 
Receipts. 
Henry Myers, Dayton, O., $2.00; Bro. Ire-
land, Daylton, O., $2.25; E v a Hoover, West 
Mli'lton, O., $1 .00; sold one song book, $.40; 
Mission offering $6.50. Total $30.19. 
Expenditures. 
Table account $ 1 1 .40 ; gas and stove rent 
2.34; (incidentals $2.30; chair paint $ 1 . 1 7 ; 
car fare $.35. Total $17.56. 
Balance on hand Oct. 1, 1913, $12.63. 
Baliance on hand of Poor Fund $18.06. 
Pialid out for poor $5.00. 
Balance on hand Oct. 1 - 13 , $13.06. 
O T H E R D O N A T I O N S . Provisions were 
donated by flhe fol lowing: 
Isaac Engle, Bmima Cassel, Iva Herr, El la 
Etter, Florence Brumlbaugh, Edward Engle, 
Albert Hoke, Mawd Etlter, Ielia Cas'sel, Susan-
na Hartman, mother Milkright, Heiftie Her-
shey, Lester Leibers, consisting of tomatoes, 
butter, apples, butter milk, beans, apple but-
ter, eggs, sweet corn, young chlicken, potatoes, 
sweet potatoes, cookies, dried pears and apples 
honey, water melons, cereals, and sugar. 
Y o u r in Jesus name 
W. H. and Suslie Boyer 
601 Taylor St., Dayton, O. 
D E S M O I N E S M I S S I O N . 
" W e know whom we have believed and are 
persuaded that He is able to keep that which 
we have committed unto Him against that 
day." 
The Lord has hitherto helped us and His 
approval is on the work. There is a beau-
tiful co-operation and harmony in the camp 
for which we bless the Lord. 
Last week we had two hopeful conversions, 
and one young lady sanctified. She said she 
wtas troubled so much with a stubborn will, 
but it Was now all gone. 
A nutrrtber of dissipated men had come to 
the altar. Some seemed to get real help, but, 
of course, many of them are so very weak 
because of the hold their bad habits have on 
them, and they are unable to resist the temp-
tations that meet them. 
The new-re-ibuilt-church was dedicated on 
Sept. 20, 21. A harvest meeting and love 
feast was held on Saturday. A goodly num-
ber were in attendance. The dedicatory ser-
vices were well attended, and the presence 
of God was evident. 
By economizing in the rebuilding and chang-
ing the plans from those of the first structure, 
we were able to put the auditorium in real 
desirable condition, but the basement is un-
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finished for lack of funds. Had we received 
the $300.00 that the committee, appointed 
by General Conference recommended to the 
Brethren of the Fire Relief, we could have 
nicely finished the basement also, but the 
brethren on the Fire Relief have so fa r not 
seen fit to comply with the recomlmendation. 
W e reorganized our Sunday school at the 
new Gospel Temple, and it has already in-
creased and the prospects are encouraging. 
There is a splendid spirit manifested among 
the members, and workers, and people. 
The love feast was greatly enjoyed by all 
who attended. We greatly need your prayers 
that the work may grow, and the borders of 
Zion enlarged . 
A number of tihe brethren and sisters of 
this place attended the love feast at Dallas 
Center, la. on Sept., 13, 14, and it was a time 
of spiritual refreshment. Love and harmony 
was in evidence, and freely expressed in tes-
timony as well as in the spirit of hospitality 
and happy greetings. 
W e greatly feel the need of your prayers 
and co-operation in this great work of the 
Lord. 
T h e Landis brothers are faithful helpers 
in the work. The Mission down in the city 
is open every night. 
Father Andrew Gnagy of Dysart, la. made 
us a pleasant visit on the way up to Delias 
Center love feast. He is over eighty years 
of age and enjoys real good health. W e are 
so glad to see our good faithful fathers in 
the Kingdom of God who have braved many 
a heavy head wind, and stood immovable in 
the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
F I N A N C I A L . 
Report for August and September. 1913. 
Receipts. 
Zion S. S. Kan.. 1 1 .86; Fairview S. S. O., 
$7.00; 'S. J . Winger, Oil City Ont.. $10.00; 
A sister, Fayettvi'Me, Pa., $1 .00; Edith Hof f -
man, Hope, Kan., $5.00; a sister Elizabeth-
town Pa., $5.00; B. S. Herr Cambridge City, 
Ind., $5.00; Marv Eleberger. Anderson, Ind., 
$2.50: Black Creek. O n C S. S. $10.50; Jno. 
M. Landis. Thomas. Okla., $2.00; William 
Deemy, Delias Center, la., $2.00. Total $61.86. 
Expenditures. 
Gas $8.25; fuel $1 .00; water $4.50; gro-
ceries and other eatables $50.00; fruit for 
canning $6.00; incidentals $15.00. Total 
$84. 75-
Balance due Mission Oct. I, 1913, $22.79. 
Yours in the field for Jesus 
J . R. and Anna Zook. 
B U F F A L O M I S S I O N . 
"In the morning sow thy seed and in the 
evening withhold not thline hand for thou 
knoweth not whether shall prosper either t l i s 
or that or whether they shall be alike good. 
(Eccl. 1 1 : 6). 
We are glad for the privilege of sowing 
the precious seed; while many times we might 
desire to see more fruit of our labors, yet we 
know that our labor is not in vain in the Lord 
and (hat He does care for the seed sown. He 
does allow us to meet with some hungry souls 
and see a few who are willing to confess and 
forsake their old l i fe of sin, yet we long to 
see many more rescued ere it is too late. 
We are desiring to put forth a special ef-
fort at this time of the year when it is easier 
to get the people interested. Will you es-
pecially prlay for us at this time? 
We again thank all who have stood by us 
the pasit month in a financial way and have 
helped us get part of our Winter's coal in. 
F I N A N C I A L . 
Report for September 1913. 
Balance on hand $8.00. 
Receipts. 
Sr. Bossart, Pelham. Ont., $2.00; Sr. Fanny 
Heise, Clarence Center, N. Y. , $5.00; H. H. 
Ebersole. Clarence N. Y. , $1.00; B. S. Herr, 
Cambridge City, Ind., $5 .00; Sr. Mary Ele-
bargar. Anderson, Ind., $2.50; Bro. and Sr. 
John Winger, Stevensville, Ont., $2 .00; Wier 
Shradley, Harrisburg, Pa., $2.00; Bro. Ed-
ward Carlyon, Buffalo, N. Y . $2.00; Bro. 
Abram Hess, M't. Joy , Pa.. $3.50; Bro. Peter 
Steckley, Be'tthesda, Ont., $1 .00; Bro. George 
French. Gormley, Ont., $1.00; Bro. George 
Hilts, Gormley, Ont, $.50; Bro. John Ehlers, 
Buffalo, N. Y . $5.00; Bro. Isaac Swalm, 
$2.00; Aude Hill S. S. Kindersley, Sask., 
$7.00; In His Name. $2.00; Susan Rodes, 
Clarence Center, N. Y . $5.00; Bro. Elmer 
Roberts, Buffalo, N. Y „ $5.00; iBro. D. L. 
Gisih, Buffalo, N.Y. , $8.00; Bro. Webster 
Burtch, Winger, Ont.,$2.00; Sr. E f f ie Heise, 
Gormley, Ont., $ 1 . 0 0 ; Miss Clara Tennison, 
Gormley, Ont., $.50; Sr. Laura Wintemute, 
S'herkston, Ont., $ 1 . 0 0 ; Sr. Fanny Farmer, 
Gormley, Ont., $1.00; Mr. John Zook, Smith-
ville, 0 . . $2 .00; Mr. Mertz, Smithville, O., 
$2.00; Bro. Fred Woodward, Gormley, Ont., 
$1.00. Total $76.00. 
Expenditures. 
Ice $2.00; light, $1.68; Coal, $34.00; jars 
and fruit for canning $2.00; groceries and 
street car fare, $ 1 1 .63 ; household, $6.69. 
Total $58.00. 
Balance on hand, $18.00. 
Provisions donated by the following: 
John Winger's, Sr. Ehlers, Bro. D. V. Heise 
Sr. Blake, Sr. Florence Ott, Bro. Elmer Ro-
berts, Mrs. Vernon Hoover, T . S. Doner's, 
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John Sider's, Joe Sider's, Mabel Boland. 
May God abundantly bless you all. 
Yours for souls' 
Minnie Bosler 
S A N F R A N C I S C O M I S S I O N . 
To the dear ones in Christ J e sus : 
Greeting, Psalm 27 is very comforting to 
us, for, truly, we find the Lord to be our 
Light and Salvation. 
.Here there are many oppositions even some 
who pretend to be Christian sometimes stand 
by in our street services, and as soon as we 
start for our hall they step in and hold our 
crowd. Th^s has been done twice of late by 
two different parties. 
Our street services are very encouraging; 
often we have large crowds and attentive lis-
teners. Occasionally a drunken man will 
cause some disturbance but so far the Lord 
has wonderfully protected us. 
We are truly thankful for having the pri-
vilege of holding up the Gospel in this part 
of the city. Wlhile we would like to see 
greater results from our labor, the word tells 
us, " B e ye steadfast, immovable, always a-
bounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch 
as ye know that your labor is not in vain 
in the Lord." 
So, with David, our faith is sustained by 
the power of God. Many are the traps laid 
for the travellers' feet, and many are the 
feet that have been trapped. Some have fall-
en so low they think there is no hope for 
them. One young man has been attending the 
Mission, off and on, for more than a year. 
He is given to drink and cigarettes. I have 
seen him pray at our altar, but would "et 
up and say, "There is no hope for me." He 
sayis when he wakes up at night he must 
have a cigarette before he can go to sleep, 
and often he has had to get out of bed and 
go to the saloon to satisfy himself before he 
could sleep. He tells me he has a good 
Christian mother, that sin and the devil have 
done it all. 
We are glad to see some wlho have been 
saved from these awful sin's and who are 
standing true to God. 
One young man who has been making a 
profession, but was not settled in his ex-
perience ^ound the Lord the past onth. 
Others are being deeply Convicted, and we 
trust the Lord will bring them there. 
W e have had the privilege of having with 
u; Bro. Bechtel of Ohio. Sr . E f f i e Riohrer 
hi5 just arrived and will be with us til 
the day of sailing. W e are expecting a com-
pany from Upland on Tuesday morning, Sept. 
30, and will have a srriall love feast in the 
afternoon, and a Missionary service in e 
evening. And on Wednesday the Mission-
aries will sail at one oclock. 
Thanking all the doners for their offerings 
and asking a deep interest in your prayers, 
we remain as ever 
F I N A N C I A L . 
Report from Aug. 24 to Sept. 24, 1913 
Receipts. 
Elmer Roberts. Buf fa lo N. Y. , $5.00; Sa-
rah Torens, Upland. Cal., $1 .00; Martha 
Whitmer, Lebanon, Pa., $5.00; Bro. and Sr . 
Knupp, LaHabra , Cal., $5.00; Waukena Cal., 
$6.30; Upland, Cal., S. S., $50.00; Hall o f -
ferings, 31.72. Total $104.02 
Expenditures. 
Car fare, $9. 15 ; table supplies, tomatoes 
for canning etc., $ 2 6 . 1 9 ; household, ligth 
water, gas, $ 5 . 3 6 ; Hall expenses, lights, etc., 
$3-25; poor, $2. 10; house rent, $8.00; Hall 
rent, $50.00. Total, $104.05 
Balance on hand, Aug. 24, $4.61 . 
Balance on hand, Sept. 24, $4.58. 
Y o u r in Christ 
The Workers 
C A R L A N D , MIOH. 
Dear readers of the VISITOR: A s you read 
these lines you will notice they date back to 
our love feast, last Spring which was held 
June 21, 22. Truly we can say the occasion 
was one which remains fresh in our minds, 
on account of -the presence of the Lord, and 
the fellowship with His saints. Bro. Vernon 
L. Stump of Mooretown was with us ; and the 
Lord used him in delivering such ir --sages 
which proved beneficial; encouraging the 
church to strive together for the love, unity, 
power and purity of the Gospel of Christ. 
May the Lord bless our dear brother and 
sister Stufmjp, in their earnest labours for the 
Master and the church to which H e has called 
them. 
Quite a number from different parts of 
Michigan were wiitih us. Our hearts were 
madie glad by the coming of four sistt .s from 
Ohio, namely, sisters Mary Dohner, Mary 
Lohnes, Anna and Ethel Reighard. Their 
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definite testimonies and inspiring songs were 
real uplifting. May the Lord keep them true 
until Jesus comes. 
T o some of the readers of the VISITOR it is 
known that a few years ago our dear brother 
and sistter, Fe l ix E. and Mollie I. Burkholder 
of Pleasant Hill, Ohio, came to Michigan lo-
cating six miles West of Merrill, Michigan, 
in the midst of a CaJtholic settlement. A f t e r 
living there for a while they were moved by 
the Spirit to open up a work for Him who 
had saved them. With this in view, they 
started out and canvassed the district, meeting 
Catholics, and Protestants alike, asking per-
mission to open a Sunday School in a near-
by school house. The request was granted; 
the result is a live Sunday school, and church 
services every two weeks. And we ca Say, 
to the praise of God, the Spirit as been doing 
His 'work in convicting sinners. Quite a num-
ber have made a start to live a new life, four 
have been -added to the church. 
The work continues to be of good interest. 
W e are sorry thaft our dear brother and 
sister were so soon called from our midst, 
and ithe burden of the work fell on the young-
er ones, especially our dear young brother 
John C. Burkholder son of the late Fel ix E. 
and Mollie I. Burkholder who *' taking a 
very aetive pant in carrying on the work. 
W e have been having some tabernacle meet-
ings at Mooretown and Merrill. The report 
of he Mooretown meeitings will likely appear 
in the VISITOR. On account of not h-ving the 
tabernacle early enough, our meeting at Mer-
rill was too late in the season, nights were 
quite cold thus preventing people from at-
tending. T h e meetings were interesting but 
no special move among the sinners. 
Notice, as already said, Bro. and Sr. Burk-
holder have been called to their reward, and 
in settling up their estate which seemed to 
be a duty that fell upon the church, we found 
aflter making a sale of all farm stock imple-
ments, and everything owned by Bro. Fel ix 
E. Burkholder, there was not enough to make 
satis factory settlement. So we laid the mat-
ter before the creditors, and, most all of 
them aflter hearing the circumstances, con-
sented to reduce their accounts considerably 
thus helping us in our efifrot. But after 
we had done the best we could, there remained 
some over three hundred dollars, yet to be 
made up. A few of the brethren of Cariand 
then obligated themselves and hired three 
hundred dollars. This wias done after bring-
ing it before the churdh, and the church de-
ciding it to be the best thing to do. We are 
now paying interest on the three hundred 
dollars. 
We make an appeal to our dear Brother-
hood, to 'help us bear this burden. 
W e the brethren on Midhigian. would 
very much appreciate the help. All who feel 
disposed to help will please send their dona-
tions to Bro. Henry Schneider J r . Burton, 
Michigan, who will keep a strict account. 
Should we receive more than the amount 
needed, we thought the best to do, would be to 
have all donations published in the VISITOR. 
and all over and above the three hundred 
dollars, we would give it over to the Poor 
Fund of the church. 
Jonathan Lyons. 
Burton, Mich., Sept, 21 , 1913. 
M O O R E T O W N M I C H . 
"Blessed be the name of the Lord from this 
time forth and forever." It is with pleasure 
that we come to you with the report of a 
very precious baptismal service which was 
held here last Sunday, Sept. 28. Three dear 
souls were definitely led to follow ~Yhe Lord 
in baptism and were burried with Hlim in 
the scriptural Way. 
The service wias encouraging and inspiring, 
indeed, as these three young people went for-
ward in obediance to the word and will of 
God. 
We enjoyed the fellowship and presence of 
Eld. J . Lyons, with us over the Lord's day 
and we believe souls were encouraged to go 
forwfard in Him. Kindly continue to pray f o r 
us that the Father may still do greater things 
in this place. 
Yours in His service 
Vernon Charlotte Stump 
Sandusky, Mich., Oct. 4. 1913. 
R I N G G O L D MD. 
Greeting. Tihe VISITOR family hias not 
heard anything from this district for some 
time. A f t e r due consideration by tihe mem-
bers of the district an election for minister 
Was held and the lot fell on Bro. Joseph C. 
Myers. Oirdination took place on Oat. 5. 
We pray the Lord may bless him and enable 
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him to preadh the Glad Tidings fully, and 
many souls be saved and God be greatly 
honored thru his labors. 
William H. Hykes. 
Paramount, Md. 
On Oct. 12, a revival meeting was started 
at the Bethany M. H. near Thomas, Okla., 
and on Oct. 25 and 26 a communion meeting 
will be held there. 
T E S T I M O N Y . 
Sept. 26, 1913 
Dear editor, 
I would like to send a little testimony, I 
am a new worker for the Lord, having join-
ed the Dayton Mission, and was baptized 
Sept. 13. my birthday, by Bro. Boyer. I am 
fifty-seven years old and have been a rail-
road man since 1873, in different positions, 
water boy, telegrap1- operator, station agent. 
I am at present a crossing watchman. I have 
been in all kinds of dhurdhes, and at one 
time belonged to the Methodist church, but 
fell from grace. That is to say, I was a back-
slider, but I had nothing to backslide from, 
only the church, as there Was not much of 
God's love there that I could see. But, thank 
God I have found the true worshipers of the 
Lord, in the little Mission at 601 Taylor St. 
Let me tell you what the Lord has saved 
me f rom: a drunkard, a liar, a thief, and a 
gambler, everything but a murderer. Thank 
God. I am not ashamed to tell anybody what 
He has saved me from, in the church or on 
the streets. Glory be to God! I used to 
make fun of my dear companion, thank the 
Lord we have a happy home now. 
Bro. and Sr. Boyer are centainly God-sent 
to the people of Dayton. 
I am. and always will be, 
Your brother in Christ 
Robert Taylor 
1 1 1 3 E. Herman Ave. Dayton, O. 
Children of yesterday, 
Heirs of tomorrow, 
Look at your fabric of labor and sorrow, 
Seamy and dark • with despair and disaster! 
Turn it. and—lo! the design of the Master! 
The Lord's at the loom: 
Room for Him, room ! —Selected. 
A D E S M O I N E S L E T T E R . 
May joy and peace be upon all of God's 
pwple. This evening being alone at home I 
felt impressed to drop the VISITOR family a 
few lines as it is several months since I last 
wrote. Every time it comes I wonder who 
has passed away and as I look over the death 
list I say to myself, well, still they are passing 
away never to return, and one of these days 
it will be me, or perhaps one of our oved 
ones. S o I feel like being true to the Lord 
who knows the secrets of all of our hearts, 
and it is before Him we must sltand justified. 
I am so glad for a personal experience, one 
that God gave me yearis ago, and if I know 
my heart this evening, I have been walking 
in the light He has let shine on my pathway 
ever since. It means much get saved, 
and then it means just as much to keep 
saved. There are so many things to ensnare 
souls that we need to keep wide awake, or 
the devil will trip us, and in that way spoil 
the growth in our own experience, and hinder 
or spoil our influence for good. He knows 
just where our weak places are, and there is 
where he can trip us. So no wonder it says 
we shall watch and pray. Surely we need to 
do much of that in the days in which we are 
living / when everything but real Bible salva-
tion is afloat. W e don't see much of it. Oh 
for the old-time repentance and conversion 
that will stand, no matter what turns up. 
Surely we are living in the last days, and they 
are saying, peace, peace, when there is no 
peace. But sudden destruction will come, 
when folks harden their hearts and stiffen 
their necks. God said they shall be destroyed 
suddenly and that without remedy. O may 
the Lord help us to see the need of being 
true to Him and each other. We have to 
travel this road only once and what is left 
undone will be undone forever. Our l i fe is 
more serious than we often realize I fear. 
Sometimes I say to myself , Lord must I really 
give account of every vain and idle thought, 
and every word we say? ODf so how we need 
to guard our words. M'ay the Lord help me 
and all of His Children so we may be a light 
in this dark age. 
I am glad to say we are well and happy, 
both soul and body. We are now back again 
in our newily rebuilt church for which we 
thank the Lord. The Sunday school is in-
creasing too. I have a class of little folks 
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wHich I enjoy very much. They all are well 
pleased with the new building as it is more 
convenient than the old one was. I, with ny 
clasls, have a room to ourselves. They all 
seem so bright. Help me pray that I may sow 
some seed which will grow and yielld fruit 
in tihese young lives. 
May tlhe Lord bless all the dear readers, 
even our dear one® in the foreign fields. 
How often we think of them. We can all 
have a share in this great Work, so may we 
all fill our place in it. 
I reimain your in Him 
Anna B. Eisenhower 
1405 W. 23rd St., Des moines, la. 
A N E G L E C T E D C A L L . 
S E E D — T I M E A N D H A R V E S T . 
A husbandman who many years 
Had ploughed his field and sown in tears, 
Grew weary with his doubts and fears : 
" I toil in vain ! these rocks and sands 
Will yield no harvest to my hands— 
The best seeds rot in barren hlands. 
My drooping vine is withering.? 
No promised grapes its blossoms bring; 
No birds among the branches sing; 
M(y flock is dying on the plain; 
The heavens are brlass—they yield no rain; 
The earth is iron—I toil in va in ! " 
While yelt he spake, a breach had stirred 
His drooping vine, like wing of bird, 
And from its leaves a voice he heard: 
"Tlhe gerimls and fruits of l i fe must be 
Forever hid in mystery; 
Y e t none c!an toil in vain for me. 
A mightier hand, more skilled than thine, 
Must hang the clusters on the vine. 
And make the fields with harvest shine. 
Man oan but work ; God can create; 
But they who work, and watch, and wait, 
Have their reward, tho it come late. 
Loo-k up to heaven, behold, and hear 
The clocds and thunderings in thy ear, 
An answer to thy doubts and fear." 
He looked, and lo ! a doud-draped ear, 
With trailing smoke and flames afar , 
Was rushing from a distant star ; 
And every thirsty flock and plain 
Was rising up to meet the rain, 
That came to cloth the fields with grain. 
And on the clouds he saw again 
Rewritten with His rainbow pen: 
The covenant of God with men, 
"Seed time and harvest shall not fail, 
And tho the gates of hell assail, 
My truth and promise shall prevail." 
Selected by Sarah Wor man 
Souderton, Pa. 
When the fields were white with harvest, 
And the laborers were few, 
Heard I then a voice within me, 
"Here is work for thee to do. 
Come thou up and help the reapers, 
I will slhow thee now the w a y ; 
Come and help them bear the burden 
And the toiling of the day." 
For " a more convenient season." 
Thus I answered, will I wait, 
And the voice, reproving, answered. 
"Hasten ere it he too late." 
Yet I heeded not the utterance, 
Listening to " lo ! here, l o ! there ;" 
I lost sight of all the reapers, 
In whose work I would not share. 
Followed after strange devices, 
Bowed my head to wood an.l stone, 
Till like Bp'hriam, joined to idols, 
God well nigh left me alone. 
But the angel of His patience 
Followed in my every- track, 
Setting here and there a landmark. 
Wherewithal to draw me back. 
Onward yet I went and onward. 
Till there met me on the way, 
A poor prodigal returning. 
Who, like me, was gone astray, 
And his faith was strong and earnest 
That a father's house could be 
Safest shelter from temptation, 
For such sinful ones as he. 
"Read the lesson," said the angel, 
"Take the warning and repent." 
But the wily tempter queried: 
"Ere thy substance be unspent, 
Hast thou need to toil and labor? 
Art thou fitted for the work? 
Many a hidden stone to bruise thee, 
In the harvest field doth lurk. 
There are others called beside tliee, 
And perchance the voice may be 
But thine own delusive fancy, 
Which thou hearest calling thee, 
There is time enough before thee, 
AM thy footsteps to retrace." 
Then I yielded to the tempter— 
And tlhe angel veiled his face. 
Pleasure beckoned in the distance, 
And her siren song was sweet; 
"Thru a tihornless path of flowers, 
Gently I will guide thv feet ; 
Youth is as a rapid river, 
Gliding noiselessly away. 
Earth is but a pleasant garde-
Cull its roses whilst thou m a y ; 
Press the juice from purple cluster. 
Fill l ife's cha'lttce with the wine, 
Taste the fairest fruits which tempt thee, 
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All its 'richest fruits are thine," 
A h ! the path was smooth and easy, 
But a snare was laid therein, 
And the feeit were o f t entangled 
In the fear ful mesh of sin, 
And "the canker worm was.hidden 
In the rose leaf folded uip, 
And the sparkling wine of pleasure 
Was a fatal siren cup; 
AM its fruits Were dead sea apples, 
Tearipting only to the sight, 
Pair, yet filled with -dust and ashes, 
Beautiful, but touched with blight. 
Oh! my Father! cried I only, 
Thou hast striven—-I haved willed, 
Nbw the mission of the angel 
Of Thy presence is fulfil led; 
I have tasted earthly pleasure. 
Yet m<" sou! is craving r ' i d ; 
Let the summons Thou has given 
To Thy harvest be renewed; 
I am ready now to labor— 
Wilt Thou call me once again ? 
I will join T h y willing reapers, 
A s the" garner up the grain. 
But the still small voice within me. 
Earnest in its truth and deep, 
Answered my awakened conscience : 
" A s thou sowest, tlhou shalt re(ap. 
God is just and retribution, 
Follows each neglected call: 
Thou haslt thine appointed du'tv 
Tausiht the bv the Lord of a l l ; 
Thou hast chosen : but another 
Filled the place assigned to thee, 
Henceforth in My field of labor 
Thou mavest but a gleaner be. 
But a w o r k ^ s ^till before 'thee— 
iSee thou linger not again; 
Separate the chaff thou gleanest, 
'Beat it from among the grain; 
Follow after these My reapers, 
Let thine eyes ibe on the field, 
Gather tip the precious handfuls 
Their abundant wheat sheaves yield; 
Go not f a r to glean, but tarry 
From the morning unitil night; 
Be thou faithful and thou mayest 
Yet find favor in is sight." 
—Margaret E. Kimbell. 
The above poem was found among the 
--->ers of a deceased mother. In it may 
be heard the warning of God, as from 
eternity, to all who turn aside His call 
to work in His vine}iard (Rom. 1 1 : 29). 
A village church can be -built for $200, 
and $50 will pay the salary of a native 
pastor for a year in India. 
' L O V E S T T H O U M E ? 
"Lovest thou M e ? " It is the Master 
Asks this question day by d a y ; 
Can we with the lips adore Him 
While our actions answer, N a y ? 
"Lovest thou M e ? " Then over yonder. 
See them on the mountain steep; 
Be for Me an under-shapherd; 
If you love Me, "Feed My sheep."" 
"Lovest thou M e ? " My lambs are scattered 
O'er the plains, wild, wide and cold; 
Is there none will turn them gently 
Toward the warm and welcome fold ? 
"Lovest thou M e ? " The world's bright 
Lures them to the slippery steep; (dazzle 
If you love Me, heed the message. 
1 Hasten out and "Feed My sheep." 
"Lovest thou M e ? " Then when the morni-.g 
Dawns on heaven's -eternal shore, 
Enter, "Well done, blessed servant; 
This tihy home for evermore." 
—Episcopal Recorder. 
H O W M Y B O Y W E N T D O W N . 
It was not on the field of battle. 
It was not with a ship at sea. 
But a fate f a r worse than either 
That stale him away from me. 
'Twas the death in the tempting wine-cup 
That the reason and senses drown; 
He drank the alluring poison, 
And thus my boy went down. 
Down from the heights of manhood 
T o the depths of disgrace and' sin 
Down to a worthless being, 
From the hope of what might have beenr. 
For -the brand of a beast besotted 
He bartered his manhood's crown: 
Thru the gate of a sinful pleasure 
My poor, weak -bov went down. 
'Tis only the same old story 
That mothers so often tell. ' , 
With accents of infinite sadness 
Like the tones of a funeral bell. 
But -I never once thought, when I heard it, 
I should learn all its meaning mvse l f ; 
I thought he'd be true to his mother; 
I thought he'd be true to himself. 
But alas for hopes, all idektffl'ow P. 
Alas for his youthful oricd'e': 
A las ! who are safe when danger „ 
Is open on every side? 
Can nothing destroy this great evil, 
No bar in its pathway be thrown.. 
T o save from the terrible maelstrarm' 
The thousands of boys going down.'—Ex-. 
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SELECTED. 
" T H E A L T A R S A N C T I F I E T H 
T H E G I F T . " 
A man heard an evangelist say to a 
seeker of holiness: "The altar sanctifies 
the g i f t ; Christ is the altar and you are 
the gift. Put yourself on the altar and 
you are sanctified." Not being satisfied 
that the doctrine was Scriptural, he ask-
ed the Christian Witness to ' give the 
Scripture supporting it. It was re-
ferred to Dr. Daniel Steele for solution. 
The following is his answer: 
The verb to sanctify is used in two 
senses. 1. To consecrate or set apart 
for sacred uses. 2. To cleanse, to pu-
r i fy . When a thing was laid upon God's 
altar, there was no essential change. 
The only change in the object was rela-
tive. It changed ownership. It ceased 
to belong to the offerer and now be-
longed to God. If a diseased or blem-
ished slain lamb was laid on the altar it 
was not made perfect by its consecra-
tion to God. Nor did He accept it. In 
this case the altar did not sanctify the 
g i f t in either sense. These two mean-
ings of sanctify are both found in 
Christ's high priestly prayer: "For their 
sakes I sanctify myself (consecrate my-
self to the redemption of men), that 
they (believers) may be sanctified 
tz truth" (R. V . ) , or 'be truly, really 
sanctified, the second sense of the term 
-—be wholly cleansed from all moral de-
filement. 
When the phrase, " I lay myself on the 
altar," is used (by the seeker of entire 
sanctification, he has used a wrong 
formula, for impurity has no place on 
the holy altar of God. Its place is in 
the cleansing stream issuing from the 
pierced side of the Son of God. In the 
Wesleyan sense no person in the Scrip-
tures was ever sanctified by being laid 
on the altar of God or by touching it. 
The altar theory of sanctification is not 
found in the writings of Wesley, or in 
the volumes of his great defender, John 
Fletcher, or in any of the standard 
Methodist theologians, Watson, Ray-
mond, Pope, Miley. In fact, it origin-
ated in America about the year 1840, in 
the writings of Mrs. Phebe Palmer, who 
regarded it as a great discovery. It 
was her short way to entire sanctifica-
tion. Christ is the altar; the altar sanc-
tifieth the g i f t ; lay yourself on the altar 
and you are sanctified. The error is 
in confounding the two meanings of 
sanctify, or in substituting purification, 
the work of the Holy Spirit, for conse-
cration, man's work. 
That souls have experienced entire 
sanctification while asserting, "The al-
tar sanctifieth," we do not deny. They 
had real faith in Christ despite the er-
roneous formula. But many have made 
the same assertion and have found them-
selves in great perplexity. The altar 
theory has become a snare to them. 
Their faith was mere presumption, and 
unwarranted inference that God does 
His part because they have done their 
part, as they . :p:se. But no one 
knows that he has fulfilled the conditions 
either of justification or sanctification, 
except by the witness of the Spirit. It 
is the province of G~ '. and not of the 
seeker, to dec.^» \> these conditions 
have been performed. Many a person 
has, under erroneous instruction, thought 
that he laid himself on the altar and had 
been induced to say, "The altar sanctifies 
the gi ft , " and has kept repeating this 
assertion for months and years, without 
realizing any inward change. Some 
continue thus till death, but many more 
in despair pass into a state of indiffer-
ence and unbelief respecting the ques-
tion of purity of heart in this life. 
Bishop William Taylor styles the "al-
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tar theory" the devil's swtich just out-
side the depot of full salvation, by 
which he switches off seeking souls, and 
causes them to wander around and 
around, and to fail of entering in. The 
so-called holiness evangelist is strongly 
tempted to adopt this theory, because 
it enables him dn his brief term of labor 
in any church to count up as sanctified 
as many as he can persuade to say, " I 
am on the altar and altar sanctifies the 
gi ft . " Some do not yield to this temp-
tation. It would be a great advantage 
to the evangelical perfection if all had 
clearness of vision and strength of will 
to resist this temptation. There would 
not be so many mistaken professors of 
perfect love standing as stumbling-blocks 
on the way to the fountain of complete 
cleansing.—Selected. 
E T E R N A L P U N I S H M E N T . 
A FEW WORDS FOR P L A I N PF.OPLE. 
The doctrine of Everlasting Punish-
ment having been much called in ques-
tion, and the minds of the simple shaken 
and the faith of some overthrown, I 
have thought a warning was needed for 
plain people. To such I would suggest 
to distrust those w'ho talk much about 
Greek to those who do not understand 
it. It is easy thus to impose on people. 
It is useful to kno^v Greek, no doubt, 
in studying the New Testament, because 
it was written in Greek; and it is per-
fectly fair to refer to it with those who, 
knowing Greek, can judge of what is 
said; but it is very suspicious when much 
quoted to those who do not; for how can 
they judge about it? A man tells you 
"Eternal" does not mean "Eternal" in 
Greek. That sounds very conclusive; 
but how can you judge whether it does 
or not? Now in all those who talk 
much about Greek to plain people, I 
have generally found trickery; and that 
their Greek has not been worth much 
when put to the test by those who did 
understand it. 
Without pretending to be very learned, 
I know Greek, and I have studied the 
Greek Testament ('he published a trans-
lation of it), and I have not been led 
to place any confidence in their state-
ments about the Greek, but the contrary. 
The Spirit of God will guide more sure-
ly a plain man, if he is humble, in funda-
mental truths, than a little Greek will 
those who trust in it. 
'Now, to a plain man, the statements 
of his English Bible leave not a doubt 
on the mind that the punishment of the 
wicked is eternal. 
These statements, I feel assured, are 
substantially right. No doubt, being a 
human work, translations are imperfect, 
and the translators' views and feelings 
are apt to be transfused into them. But 
in the main, the doctrine presented by 
the English Bible, and the faith produced 
by it in a plain believer's mind, is sound 
doctrine and divinely taught faith, tho 
it is possible some passages might be 
more exactly rendered. None, how-
ever, that I am aware of, affecting this 
truth, are misrepresented by the trans-
lation. 
It iis quite evident to me, and to any 
plain honest man, that God meant to 
produce on. the mind of the reader th f 
conviction that eternal misery is the por-
tion of the wicked, and I do not believj 
that He meant to produce the conviction 
of a lie, nor frighten them with What was 
not true. 
It is my unhesitating convietisu that 
the attempts to undermine this do-.rine 
of Scripture have entirely failed, and 
that the arguments used are either dis-
honest, some of them flagrantly so, or 
contradictory and fallacious, and 'that 
all of them subvert other fundamental 
(Continued on page 21) 
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE. 
To Subscribers—1. Our terms are cash in 
advance. 
2.When writing to have your address chang-
ed, be sure to give both old and new address. 
3. The date on the printed label will show 
to subscribers when their subscription expires. 
4. If you do not receive the VISITOR within 
ten days from darte of issue, write us at once 
and we will send the number called for. 
To the Poor—who are unable to pay—we 
send the paper free on the recommendation 
of others or upon their individual requests. 
Individual requests must be renewed every 
six months as a matter of good faith. 
To Correspondents—I. Articles for pub-
lication should be written on one side of the 
paper only. Write all business letters on 
separate sheets. 
2. Communications without the author's 
name will receive no recognition. 
3. Communications for the VISITOR should 
be sent to the Editor at least ten days before 
date of issue. 
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TRACTS. 
What We Believe and Why We Believe It, 
per hundred, 20c. 
A n Interesting Conversation, î er hundred, 
I5c. 
We Would See Jesus, per hundred, 15c. 
Repent For The Kingdom of Heaven is at 
Hand, per hundred, 15c. 
I. eath Eternal, per hundred, 15c. 
f riptural Head Veiling, per hundred, $1.25. 
r itribution, per hundred, 15c. 
a rayer, t e r hundred, 15c. 
he Worm That Never Dies, per hundred, 
Points for Consideration, per hundred, 12c. 
Scripture Text Envelopes, per hundred, 20c. 
Schipture Text Mottoes, $10.00 w^/th f o r 
$6 00 
Orders for the above tracts, papers and 
envelopes should be addressed Geo. Detwiler, 
1216 Walnut St., Harrisburg Pa. Tracts are 
free to mission workers. 
MARRIAGES. 
H A A G E N — H E S S . — O n Sept. 25, 1913, at 
the home o i the bride's parents, Bro. C. Z. 
and Suiie Hess, their third daughter, Sr. Ada 
was united in holy matrimony to Bro. George 
C. Haagen of Howard, Pa., by Eld. C. N. 
Hostetter in the presence of a host of friends 
R Y A N — H E S S . — O n Sept. 17, at the 
home of the bride's parents, Bro. Elmer E. 
and Annie Hess, their oldest daughter, Sr. 
Bertha, was united in holy matrimony to 
James Ryan of Philadelphia, Pa., by Rev. 
Noah Z. Hess in the presence of the immedi-
ate family. 
F R E Y — G R O V E . — M a r r i e d on Oct. 8, 1913. 
at the home of the bride's parents, Bro. and 
Sr. S. P. Grove, near Abilene, Kans., their 
daughter, Sr. Grace E. Grove and Bro. Law-
rence Frey Bish. M. G. Engle officiating. 
OBITUARY. 
E N G L E . — S r . Elizabeth B. Niesley was 
born in Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, Jan-
uary 18, 1839, married Jesse M. Engle Nov-
ember 5, 1857, and passed away at her home 
in Abilene, Kansas, September 18, 1913, aged 
74 years and 8 months. The deceased 
was the mother of nine children—Elizabeth 
who died in infancy, Mary, the deceased wife 
of A . J . Heise of Hamlin, Kansas, and seven 
sons who survive. They are Jacob N., Henry 
N., John H., Enos N., Aaron N., Jesse R., 
and Ezra C. S ix of the soms served as pall 
bearers. Broth" ' ? M. L. Hoffman and J . R. 
Herr condu^ the funeral service alt the 
church in Abilene. Burial in the Abilene ce-
metery. 
W E N G E R . — O n Sept. 1 1 , 1913 Albram Z. 
Wenger passed away q " ; i t l y ai h.s home near 
Chambersbur. , " death resulted from 
softening of t.ie or.—.. He leaves to n-.ourn 
hlis departure a widow, Mary Breohbi'll, 
three sons and four daughters, I ra B. of 
Ohambersburig, Pa., David, of Peabody, Kan., 
H'arvey of Scotland. Pa., Mrs. Samuel Wenger 
of Shippensburg, Pa., Mrs. Aaron H. Win-
gert of Navarre Kan., Mrs. Lester L. Parish, 
Peabody, Kan., and Miss Ella, at home. Fu-
neral service was held at the Air Hill M. H. 
conducted by the the home brelthren from 
Matt. 24:44, "Therefore be ye also ready; 
for in an hour that ye think not the Son of 
man cometh." 
DEAN.—Benjamin Dean of StevensviUe, 
Ont., died Sept. 20, 1913, aged 62 years, 4 
months and 8 days, just twelve years since 
his wife crossed over to the beyond leaving 
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him without a side companion in life. He 
was a much respected resident of this place 
for many years, and leaves to mourn eight 
children, five daughters and three sons. Al-
zina F. Johnson, Rebecca P. Heximer, (dead^ 
Esther E. Zimmerman, (York State) Sarah 
F. Zimmerman, and Laura W. Grant. His 
sons, Al fred, David and Is real, the last in 
Michigan. The funeral took place on Sept. 
23, in the afternoon, from his late residence 
to the Brethren's M. H. Obsequies improved 
by Rev.—of the Stevensville U. B. church and 
A Bearss. Subject "Thoughts on the last 
battle," from I Cor. 15:55"57- Interment in 
cemetery adjoining. 
B R U M B A U G H . — S r . Barbara Ann Brum-
baugh was born Dec. 30, 1842, died Oct. 4, 
1913. aged 70 years 9 monlths and 4 days. 
Up to Oct. 10, 1900, she lived near Chambers-
burg. Pa., and since then she was one of the 
members of the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, 
Pa., where she died after some weeks of sick-
ness and severe suffering. One brother and 
one sister and seven nieces and nephews, 
with forty-six grand nieces and nephews, and 
six great grand nieces are the surviving re-
latives. She was a member of the church 
for many years. In her last sickness she 
was brought to a deeper experience of the 
grace of God, and died in peace. Service 
was held at the Messiah Home chapel on 
Monday evening, Oct. 6. (On Tuesday Oct. 
7, the remains were taken to Air Hill M. H. 
and further services were held and where 
burial took place. 
C O M M U N I O N M E E T I N G S . 
Pennsylvania 
Mechanicsburg, At 6 p. m. Oct. 25. 
Manfceim M. H. Rapho dist Nov. 1 
Mastersville M. H. Rapho dist Nov. 22. 
Meetings begin at 5.00 p. m. 
Mowerisville M. H. North Franklin, Nov. 
8, evening preaching on Sunday following. 
Harrisburg Nov. 2. 
Oklahoma 
Thomas Oct.25, 26. 
L O V E F E A S T S . 
Pennsylvania. 
Souderton Oct. 25, 26. 
Michigan 
Carlanri, Oct. 25, 26. 
v Kansas 
Newbern, Oct. 25, 26 
Abilene Nov. I, 2 
Zion Nov. 7, 8 
M I N I S T E R I A L M E E T I N G . 
Abilene, Friday, Oct. 31 
All are cordially invited to attend these 
meetings. 
E T E R N A L P U N I S H M E N T . 
(Continued from page 19) . 
truths. I declare also my conviction 
that a sound knowledge of Greek con-
firms the plain man's Scriptural faith. 
If God had meant to convey the idea 
of eternal punishment, H e would not 
have used expressions stronger than He 
has used ; nor do any exist.—J . N. Darby. 
I F T H E W O R L D W O U L D O N L Y L I S T E N . 
If this great world would only pause 
in its mad rush and lislten to the plead-
ings of the wives, mothers and children 
whose homes and lives have been wreck-
ed from whiskey, listen to the cry of the 
poor helpless- children, separated from 
their natural inheritance, the love of a 
self-sacrificing mother, separated from 
their brothers and sisters, never to know 
the sweet joy of childhood's happy hours 
together, never in after life to have the 
sweet memory of childish games, played 
together. 
Listen to the pleadings of the mother 
struggling in this cold world for a liv-
ing for herself and children which whis-
ky robbed the father of earning. 
Listen to the sofbs of these little ones 
lying alone in their beds ait night in 
some orphans' home, snatched from their 
mother's breast, and left to the care of 
strangers so that, heart broken despair-
ing mother can earn her living. 
Listen to the sobs of that poor mother 
at night after working all day, whether 
Winter, Summer, hot or cold, sick or 
well, sitting in some little ill-furnished 
rooms, the best her small earnings can 
afford, longing to see her babes, knowing 
they are grieving for her and that the 
youngest will soon forget her. 
Listen to the cause of three-fourths of 
the divorce cases, murders, suicides, most 
all, either directly or indirectly, the re-
sult of whisky. 
i6 
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Listen to the causes of hundreds of 
innocent children being brought into this 
world, nervous wrecks, some born idiots, 
some deformed, others marked in vari-
ous ways by the effects of whisky. 
Listen to the mothers pleading to their 
ions not to drink; with the daughters 
not to marry the man who drinks. 
These are all in vain so long as whisky 
is allowed to be made. 
Listen to the young man whom we 
have all often seen reeling drunk, ask-
ing some pure, good, unsuspecting girl 
to be his wife.—Mrs. Frances Clark. 
T H E W A Y O F P R O S P E R I T Y . 
There is one thing which seems to be 
universally desired by people in this 
world, and so earnest is the desire that 
it has a place almost constantly in their 
thought; it influences their actions, and 
to a great extent it determines the course 
of their life. The matters which are 
considered independently of any con-
nection with this desire and are settled 
without reference to it, are comparative-
ly few. 
It is a desire to possess a sufficiency of 
temporal things. And these are not 
to be lightly esteemed nor undervalued. 
They have their proper place and an im-
portant plaice in God's plans and -method. 
A lack of them may hinder advancement 
in the right way, and may close many 
doors of opportunity and of usefulness. 
An insufficiency of them can r<Jb us of 
health and so place us at a disadvantage 
in every relation in life. This being 
true, it is right that Christians as well 
as others should give attention to the 
matter, and while people are doing al-
most anything and everything to gratify 
this desire there is one way of securing 
a suply of temporal things needed 
which does not seem to be as common 
among the Christian people as might be 
expected. In view of the fact that the 
way is suggested by the best authority 
and recommended universally by those 
who speak from experience, and that an 
unlimited amount of reliable testimony 
can be furnished in favor of it, it seems 
strange that it is not more commonly 
followed. 
The way is this. "Give and it shall 
be given unto you" (Luke 6: 38). While 
the Israelites ware on the East side of 
Jordan, -in the plain over against the 
Red Sea, Moses told them that they 
should pass over Jordan to go in and 
possess the land and that they should 
observe to do certain things, one of 
which was that they should tithe of their 
increase and lay it up within their gates 
and the Levite, because he had no in-
heritance, and the stranger and the fath-
erless and the widow should ccume and 
eat and be satisfied. And this they 
were to do that the Lord their God might 
bless them in all the work of their hands. 
(Deut. 14 : 28, 29). 
Again he tells them that if there shall 
be among them a poor man, one of their 
brethren they shall not shut their hand 
from their poor brother, but shall open 
it wide unto him so he shall have suffi-
cient for his need, and when they do this 
they are to beware that the thought of 
their heart is right, and their hearts shall 
not be grieved when they give to the 
poor man, "because that for this thing 
the Lord thy God shall bless thee in all 
thy works and in all that thou puttest 
thine hand unto" (Deut. 1 5 ; 7- 10) . 
Again they were told that if in the 
time of harvest they should forget a 
sheaf in the field they were not to go 
again to fetch it, but leave it for the 
stranger, for the fatherless, and for the 
widow, that the Lord their God might 
bless them in all the work of their 
hands" (Deut. 24: 19) . 
It was enjoined upon Israel that they 
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be generous and give to the poor and 
should be blessed in their work; and 
these are some of the things which were 
"written aforetime" for our learning and 
are a part of the Scripture which was 
given by inspiration of God and is profit-
able for doctrine, for reproof, for cor-
rection and instruction in righteousness 
that we may be thoroughly furnished 
unto all good works. It is true of 
Christians today as it ever was of God' 
people in the past, that "the liberal de-
viseth liberal things, and by liberal things 
shall he stand:" or as the margin reads, 
"in liberal things shall he be established." 
The revised version reads, "in liberal 
things shall he continue," which render-
ing does not suggest the thought that 
one will have less because of what he 
gives, or that giving leads to a condition 
of things where liberality will cease 
because of lack of ability to be liberal. 
"There is that scattereth and yet in-
creaseth" (Prov. 1 1 : 24). "He that 
soweth bountifully shall reap also bount-
ifully, and he which soweth sparingly 
shall reap also sparingly" ( I I Cor. 9 : 
6). "He that hath pity upon the poor 
lendeth unto the Lord, and that which 
he hath given will he pay him again" 
(Prov. 19 : 17 ) . "Honor the Lord with 
thy substance and with the first fruits 
of all thine increase, so shall thy barns 
be filled with plenty" (Prov. 3 : 9, 10) . 
"God loveth a cheerful giver ;" and 
those who are cheerful givers enjoy 
God's love as those who give grudging-
ly or of necessity never can enjoy it; and 
when cheerful givers are more numer-
ous there will be fewer Christians who 
will go thru life wondering whether God 
loves -them. It is well for us to keep 
in mind that it is in connection with 
this subject of cheerful giving that we 
are told that "God is able to make all 
grace abound toward you, that ye, al-
ways having all sufficiency in all things 
may abound to every good work" ( I I 
Cor. 9 : 7, 8) . z 
After the Israelites possessed the prom-
ised land, the record says that there had 
not failed ought of any good thing which 
the Lord had spoken unto the house of 
Israel; all came to pass; and Joshua 
before his death said to them "ye know 
in all your hearts and in all your souls 
that not one thing hath failed of all the 
good things which the Lord your God 
spake concerning you: all are come to 
pass and not one thing hath failed" 
(Josh. 23 : 14). When they had been 
obedient they had been blessed in the 
work of their hands, and had been bless-
ed by receiving much. And so we find 
when we learn to be obedient that we 
shall be blessed. When we learn to 
sow bountifully then the Lord can bless 
the work of our hands, and we may reap 
bountifully, and we may find that if 
we give it shall be given unto us, and so 
we shall be blessed by receiving much. 
To receive much is indeed a blessing; 
yet there is a greater blessing. When 
it was said that it is more blessed to 
give than to receive it would have been 
difficult to have substituted another word 
for the word "receive" which would 
have made the statement mean so much 
to the human heart. What do we natur-
ally think is better than to receive ? But 
there is something even better than what 
we sometimes think is the best; and while 
we receive much as a result of our giving 
there is also for us the greater blessing 
bestowed when we give. " Y e ought to 
remember th words of the Lord Jesus, 
how he said, It is more blessed to give 
than to receive" (Acts 22 : 35 ) .—T h e 
Safeguard. 
In Afr ica there is a Christian commu-
nicant for every two hundred and twenty-
five of population. 
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OUR YOUNG PEOPLE. 
T E S T I M O N Y . 
Dear readers : - B y the help of Jesus I will 
wrnte a short testimony for the Young people's 
page. 
0 what joy there is in serving J e s u s ' He 
does so much for us. He helps us thru 
troubles. 1 am so glad He saved me. We 
can thank Him for a full and free salvation. 
H e will save whosoever will. H e not only 
saves us but also keeps us. We have so 
many things to be thankful for. 
A short time ago there was a camlpmeeting 
held here, and God called me back to Him-
seif again. I had followed Hiim before but 
gat careless and indifferent. I thought I 
would enjoy the thinge of the world better. 
1 am gllad He called me back again be-
cause it was so miserable to live without 
Him. I thank H i m : I am enjoying salva-
tion now. I will let Him have His way with 
me. I never would exchange for -worldly 
pleasure for there is something so much better. 
I am glad for the way He is leading me. He 
has led me to take the plain way, and I expect 
to be true, altho Satan does try to discourage 
us in many ways, but we should not listen 
to him. W e should go to Jesus for help. 
I f sinnerls would only realize the awfulness 
of turning away from God. I am thirteen 
years old and expect all the .rest of my l i fe 
will be spent with Jesus. I belong to the 
Brethren in Christ Church. Christian friends, 
remember me in your prayers. I think we 
should pray f o r one another. I close 
Y o u r Sister in Jesus 
Ida Vanderveer. 
Sandusky, Mich. Star Route. Sept., 23, 1913 
T H E C I G A R E T T E ' S O W N S T O R Y . 
If the deadly cigarette could talk it 
undoubtedly would 'tell its own story in 
the foil wing manner as given by Lucy 
Page Gastons. 
I am the deadly cigarette. My mis-
sion is to blast and blight, to ruin and 
wreck, to maim and to kill. I am a de-
spoiler of homes and if allowed to go on 
my conquering way, I have a Spain hke 
future in store for America. 
People with their eyes open see what 
I, an alien foe, am doing and seven state 
legislatures have already shut me out 
by law. The United States Supreme 
Court h?s declared that states have this 
rip-ht in the interest of public health and 
morals. Many other states are likely to 
take similar action the present vear 
( iQio). 
I have invaded the best homes of the 
nation as well as every evil resort for 
my victims. Even the White House has 
not escaped. The mistaken amonf wo-
men, high and low, bv thousands, re 
m" victims and future eenerations only 
will show the demoralization I am work-
ing. Strong but self indulgent men are 
in chains of bondage at my feet as thev 
find me a new charm. "Fashionable" 
doctors both use and defend me; foolish 
ministers are making me their boon com-
panion ; newspaper men and other work-
ers whose lives I am shortening wreathe 
mv smoke in their stories so that the 
oure minded reader is nauseated. 
I am immensely popular with the 
thoughtless or vicious college men upon 
manv of whom exoense for an education 
is worse than wasted. The "dude tribe." 
whether in college or our of it, could not 
long exist without me. iA cruel cvnic 
once said, and you often hear it quoted, 
that "a dude is onh" the worthless attach-
ment to the damp end of a cigarette.'' 
The future of many of the "good fel-
lows" among college men can be guessed. 
Even now it is claimed that one-third 
of the men who come to the Water 
Street Mission in New York, ragged and 
dirty and begging for food, are college 
bred, and, Rescue Mission Workers in 
other cities find many college men in the 
"Down and Out Club." Thoughtful pa-
rents hesitate to send their boys to col-
lege where professors and students are 
under my power. 
I am also an adept at making criminals, 
especially of the young, as the crowded 
prisons and reformatories of the coun-
try show. I pave the way for my friend 
Alcohol when unable to finish the job 
myself. Seventy-five per cent of the pri-
soners at Sing Sing are college men, a 
large majority of whom I helped on their 
way. I am getting much blame in the 
juvenile courts for starting boys wrong 
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as I make a boy cheat, a liar and a thief, 
and unfit him for school or honest work. 
It is among the boys that I am getting 
in my best work, altho I must confess 
wherever the Anti-Cigarette League has 
a chance to get in its work in the public 
schools, almost every boy turns against 
me and begins to fight me. Here is a 
yell I hear the boys giving. This fairly 
makes me shudder, for it tells me of my 
end: 
The cigarette!. .The cigarette! 
The cigarette! our foe; 
We'll drive it out! zve'll kick it out! 
The cigarette must go! 
Exterminate! Exterminate! 
Exterminate our foe; 
We'll agitate! we'll legislate! 
The cigarette must go! 
I am made of mild tobacco and my 
smoke is so volatile that it can be easily 
inhaled, and this is a trick the boys very 
soon learn. Even five year olds learn 
it and love the tickling sensation it gives. 
The burning' tobacco and paper form car-
bonmonoxide gas, which stientists say 
is the principal agent in causing so much 
trouble from inhaling cigarette smoke. 
This is the nicotine and pryadine and a 
half dozen other poisons pass directly 
into the blood thru the delicate mucus 
membrarice of the lungs when the smoke 
is inhaled. 
I am an arch enemy to health, for I 
strike at every vital organ. I strike at 
the lungs and consumption follows; at 
the heart and tobacco heart kills. The 
weak and intermittent pulse of the smok-
er shows what I can do to that great 
engine of life, the heart. I send a burg-
lar to the brain and he brings me back 
the reason. I am a veritable key to the 
insane asylum. I am slyly getting in my 
work among the rich, many of whom I 
have sent to private sanitariums, raving 
maniacs. Imbeciles and Harry Thaws 
are also largely my work. 
I rob the body of its power to with 
stand disease, so that I claim my deaths 
as my fee, in whidh I am not named in 
the doctor's certificate. Of all agencies 
for the graveyard now in active opera-
lion I do the most thriving business. I 
carry on a regular preparatory school 
of death. A few years in my school 
robs the boyish cheek of its bloom, the 
eye of its brightness and the form of its 
erectness. The diploma of death has 
been ^iven many a son who was his fath-
er's hope and a mother's darling. But 
I am blind to mother's tears and deaf 
to all entreaties. I care for nothing on-
ly that my father, the devil, may be pleas-
ed and it-' makers may grow the richer. 
Of course I have my enemies. The 
business world has ordered me off its 
premises and posted a " N o Admittance" 
sign for my benefit. I 've ruined the of-
fice boy, stupefied the clerks so they 
could hardly add a column of figures, 
rendered worthless the stenographer, 
robbed the junior partner of his wits, 
and the son of the senior partner sleeps 
in my grave. Besides this, I have set 
fire more than once to the plant. 
In conclusion, with every mother's 
heart against me, every father in fear 
of me, every true preacher and honest 
physician calling for my life, lovers of 
pure air reviling me, the public at large 
despising the sight of me, with the hand 
of every teacher in the land at my throat, 
and all decent citizens calling upon the 
legislatures to kill me, my finish I plain-
ly see. 
T H E M I D N I G H T R O B B E R . 
On a little farm near the village of 
Vera Cruz in eastern Pennsylvania, lived 
an aged couple all alone in quiet .retire-
ment. Their humble tho comfortable 
home was situated a little distance away 
from the busy public thoroughfare. The 
house was surrounded by fruit trees of 
every description. Back of the house 
was a garden, beyond which the wood-
land comlmenced, reaching up to the top 
of the hill. 
There, at this beautiful shady spot, 
away from the noise and rush of daily 
travel, these old saints lived for many 
years. 
More than half of their long and hap-
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OUR YOUNG PEOPLE. 
TESTIMONY. 
Dear readers : - B y the help of Jesus I will 
w n t e a short testimony f o r the Young people's 
page. 
0 what joy there is in serving Jesus 1 He 
does so much f o r us. He helps us thru 
troubles. ,1 am so glad He saved me. We 
can thank Him for a full and free salvation. 
H e will save whosoever will. H e not only 
saves us but also keeps us. W e have so 
many things to be thankful for. 
A short time ago there was a cam^meeting 
held here, and God called me back to Him-
self again. I had followed Hiim before but 
got careless and indifferent. I thought I 
would enjoy the thinge of the world better. 
1 am gllad H e called me back again be-
cause it was so miserable to live without 
Him. I thank H i m : I aim enjoying salva-
tion now. I will let Him have His way with 
me. I never would exchange f o r worldly 
pleasure for there is something so much better. 
I am glad for the way He is leading me. He 
has led ime to take the plain way, and I expect 
to be true, altho Satan does try to discourage 
us in many ways, but we should not listen 
to him. W e should go to Jesus for help. 
I f siinnerls would only realize the aw fulness 
of turning away f rom God. I am thirteen 
years old and expect all the rest of my l i fe 
will be spent with Jesus. I belong to the 
Brethren in Christ Church. Christian friends, 
remember me in your prayers. I think we 
should pray f o r one another. I close 
Y o u r Sister in Jesus 
Ida Vanderveer. 
Sandusky, Mich. Star Route. Sept., 23, 1913 
T H E C I G A R E T T E ' S O W N S T O R Y . 
If the deadly cigarette could talk it 
undoubtedly would tell its own story in 
the follwing manner as given by Lucy 
Page Gastons. 
i am the deadly cigarette. My mis-
sion is to blast and blight, to ruin and 
wreck, to maim and to kill. I am a de-
spoiler of homes and if allowed to go on 
my conquering way, I have a Spain like 
future in store for America. 
People with their eyes open see what 
I, an alien foe, am doing and seven state 
legislatures have already shut me out 
fey law. The United States Supreme 
Court has declared that states have this 
ri^ht in the interest of public health and 
morals. Many other states are likely to 
take similar action the present year 
( I Q I O ) . 
I have invaded the best homes of the 
nation as well as every evil resort for 
my victims. Even the White House has 
not escaped. The1 mistaken atnonf wo-
men, high and low, bv thousands, re 
m " victims and futurp generations only 
will show the demoralization I am work-
ing. Strong but self indulgent men are 
in chains of bondage at my feet as thev 
find ime a new charm. "Fashionable" 
doctors both use and defend me; foolish 
ministers are making me their boon com-
panion ; newspaper men and other work-
ers whose lives I am shortening wreathe 
mv smoke in their stories sti that the 
oure minded reader is nauseated. 
I am imimensel" popular with the 
thoughtless or vicious college men upon 
manv of whom exoense for an education 
is worse than wasted. The "dude tribe," 
whether in college or our of it, could not 
long exist without me. iA cruel cvnic 
once said, and you often hear it quoted, 
that "a dude is onllT the worthless attach-
ment to the damp end of a cigarette." 
The future of many of the "good fel-
lows" among college men can be guessed. 
Even now it is claimed that one-third 
of the men who come to the Water 
Street Mission in New York, ragged and 
dirty and begging for food, are college 
bred, and, Rescue Mission Workers in 
other cities find many college men in the 
"Down and Out Glub." Thoughtful pa-
rents hesitate to send their boys to col-
lege where professors and students are 
under my power. 
I am also an adept at making criminals, 
especially of the young, as the crowded 
prisons and reformatories of the coun-
try show. I pave the way for my friend 
Alcohol when unable to finish the job 
myself. Seventy-five per cent of the pri-
soners at Sing Sing are college men, a 
large majority of whom I helped 011 their 
way. I am getting much blame in the 
juvenile courts for starting boys wrong 
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as I make a boy cheat, a liar and a thief, 
and unfit him for school or honest work. 
It is among the boys that I am getting 
in my best work, altho 1 must confess 
wherever the Anti-Cigarette League has 
a chance to get in its work in the public 
schools, almost every boy turns against 
me and begins to fight me. Here is a 
yell I hear the boys giving. This fairly 
makes me shudder, for it tells me of my 
end: 
The cigarette!. .The cigarette! 
The cigarette! our foe; 
We'll drive it out! -we'll kick it out! 
The cigarette must go! 
Exterminate! Exterminate! 
Exterminate our foe; 
We'll agitate! we'll legislate! 
The cigarette must go! 
I am made of mild tobacco and my 
smoke is so volatile that it can be easily 
inhaled, and this is a trick the boys very 
soon learn. Even five year olds learn 
it and love the tickling sensation it gives. 
The burnine tobacco and paper form car-
bonmonoxide gas, which scientists say 
is the principal agent in causing so much 
trouble from inhaling cigarette smoke. 
This is the nicotine and pryadine and a 
half dozen other poisons pass directly 
into the blood thru the delicate mucus 
membrance of the lungs when the smoke 
is inhaled. 
I am an arch enemy to health, for I 
strike at every vital organ. I strike at 
the lungs and consumption follows; at 
the heart and tobacco heart kills. The 
weak and intermittent pulse of the smok-
er shows what I can do to that great 
engine of life, the heart. I send a burg-
lar to the brain and he brings me back 
the reason. I am a veritable key to the 
insane asylum. I am slyly getting in my 
work among the rich, many of whom I 
have sent to private sanitariums, raving 
maniacs. Imbeciles and Harry Thaws 
are also largely my work. 
I rob the body of its power to with 
stand disease, so that I claim my deaths 
as my fee, in whidh I am not named in 
the doctor's certificate. Of all agencies 
for the graveyard now in active opera-
lion I do the most thriving business. I 
carry on a regular preparatory school 
of death. A few years in my school 
robs the boyish cheek of its bloom, the 
eye of its brightness and the form of its 
erectness. The diploma of death has 
been ^iven many a son who was his fath-
er's hope and a mother's darling. But 
I am blind to mother's tears and deaf 
to all entreaties. I care for nothing on-
ly that my father, the devil, may be pleas-
ed and ir-' makers may grow the richer. 
Of course I have my enemies. The 
business world has ordered me off its 
premises and posted a " N o Admittance" 
sign for my benefit. I 've ruined the of-
fice boy, stupefied the clerks so they 
could hardly add a column of figures, 
rendered worthless the stenographer, 
robbed the junior partner of his wits, 
and the son of the senior partner sleeps 
in my grave. Besides this, I have set 
fire more than once to the plant. 
In conclusion, with every mother's 
heart against me, every father in fear 
of me, every true preacher and honest 
physician calling for my life, lovers of 
pure air reviling me, the public at large 
despising the sight of me, with the hand 
of every teacher in the land at my throat, 
and all decent citizens calling upon the 
legislatures to kill me, my finish I plain-
ly see. 
T H E M I D N I G H T R O B B E R . 
On a little farm near the village of 
Vera Cruz in eastern Pennsylvania, lived 
an aged couple all alone in quiet retire-
ment. Their humble tho comfortable 
home was situated a little distance away 
from the busy public thoroughfare. The 
house was surrounded by fruit trees of 
every description. Back of the house 
was a garden, beyond which the wood-
land comlmenced, reaching up to the top 
of the hill. 
There, at this beautiful shady spot, 
away from the noise and rush of daily 
travel, these old saints lived for many 
years. 
More than half of their long and hap-
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py lives they had spent in the service of 
the Lord. They had been among the 
Srst converts in a revival which had 
spread throughout the community during 
which a young man got saved, who was 
afterward greatly used of the Lord as 
a pastor, presiding elder and a leader 
in Bible teaching of those days, who for 
more than half a century preached the 
Gospel thruout eastern Pennsylvania. 
During these days of spiritual awaken-
ing this family, of whom Lam now writ-
ing, together with about a dozen others, 
organized themselves into a little con-
gregation and built a large brick church 
about a mile from their home. 
Here they found their greatest joy 
in regularly occupying a prominent place 
in the work and worship of the Lord. 
They held their family worship regu-
larly, the aged father reading from the 
big family Bible every evening before 
retiring, after which they both knelt 
down and committed their bodies and 
souls, house and possessions, as well as 
their two sons and their families, unto 
God for His protection. 
They had victoriously stood many tests 
and passed thru many deep waters and 
the God in whom they trusted had up-
held them. 
Thru all this God was preparing them 
for still greater things as the poet says: 
"Each victory will help you 
Some other to win." 
One cold night in the month of Jan-
uary in 1883, after reading their Bible 
and committing themselves to their Pro-
tector as usual, the aged couple, now 
far past three score and ten years al-
lotted to man, retired for the night. 
During the night they were suddenly 
awakened out of the sound sleep, and to 
their surprise they saw a tall man stand-
ing a few feet away from their bed 
with a red handkerchief tied over his 
face, all but the eyes, and an ax in his 
hand. 
Grandmother, calm and composed, lift-
ed up her head and said to the man, 
"Where do you come from ?" and as he 
did not answer she asked him, "What 
do you want?" Upon this the burglar 
stepped up to tihe side of the bed and, 
lifting up his ax ready to strike, said, 
" I want your money and that at once. 
There are four more downstairs and if 
you don't give me your money I wili 
call them up and we will kill you." 
While this robber was standing in. 
front of them with his uplifted ax, hey 
heard a peculiar rushing noise as the 
sound of a whirlwind which filled their 
souls with a sweet quietness and peace 
and a sense of His divine protection. 
They realized that the Lord of hosts 
had, as it were, sent a detachment of 
His heavenly hosts for their bodyguard. 
By this time they both sat up in bed, 
and Grandmother said to him, "Don't 
strike; you cannot strike. Our God is 
stronger than you. You are alone. 
That is not true that there are four 
others downstairs. You cannot strike 
us." As she said this the burglar's arms 
dropped and he put his ax on the floor 
without saying a word. Then Grand-
mother got out, of bed and took the man 
by the arm and preached a powerful 
sermon to him while he stood motionless 
and confounded, listening with deathly 
silence. 
Af ter she was done with her admoni-
tion and had exhorted him to quit his 
life of sin and get converted, she said 
to Grandfather: "We'll give him a few 
dollars." So Grandfather got his purse 
out of his trousers hanging on the bed-
post,, took out a number of bills, and 
handed the ruffian a two-dollar bill. 
It seemed the Lord had completely un-
nerved this robber by this time, and had 
divested him of his daring boldness so 
that he stood there, helpless, his arm 
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apparently paralyzed, unable even to 
reach out and take the money handed to 
him bv Grandfather, so Grandmother 
took the money and put it into his hand, 
saying, "Here, take this." 
Grandfather leisurely put the rest of 
his money back into the purse and put 
the purse into the pocket of his trousers 
in the presence of the robber as tho it 
had been an ordinary business transac-
tion. 
So completely had the Lord taken all 
the fear away from them tlhat Grand-
mother even took hold of his handker-
chief which he had tied over his face, 
to see who he Was. 
When the man had put the money in-
to his pocket, he started to go downstairs, 
when Grandmother said, "Wait , I will 
take the light and light you down to the 
door." 
As they were going downstairs, she 
asked him, "Where did you get in?" 
to which he replied, "Why, here thru 
the window." Then she said, "Well , 
you can go out thru the door," and after 
another exhortation she opened the front 
door and let him out. 
By this tiime Grandfather had dressed 
and come downstairs too, and went out 
with him as far as the gate, opening 
from the yard into the lane, leading 
down to the main thoroughfare. 
A f t e r he had watched the robber go-
ing down the lane as far as he could 
see him, he returned back into the house. 
They did not sound .an alarm but both 
went back to bed, but for joy they could 
not sleep the rest of the night as they 
meditated upon the wondrous love and 
care bestowed upon them by their 'Hea-
venly Father, in whom they had trusted 
these many years. 
So they spfint the night in talking of 
what Darius said to Daniel when they 
cast hi minto the den of lions. " T h v 
God whom thou servest continually, He 
will deliver thee." And God did send 
His angel who delievered Daniel out of 
the lion's imtouth, also how He delivered 
the three Hebrews out of the fiery fur-
nace. 
While they thus praised God for send-
ing His angel to encamp about them to 
guard them continually, and especially 
for their deliverance during this night 
of extreme danger, it seemed to them 
as tho the room was filled with the glory 
of the Lord and one wave of unspeak-
able joy after another swept over them 
and flooded their souls. 
The next morning a young man who 
was working in the ore mines not f a r 
from the place of the robbery, said to 
some of the workmen: "Did you hear 
that robbers had broken into the house 
of ?" This young man was the 
first one to publish the incident, as the 
old people had not yet told any of the 
neighbors anything about what had hap-
pened. He was at once regarded with 
suspicion, arousing the whole neighbor-
hood with indignation, as these aged peo-
ple were held in high esteem by all those 
who knew them. Many of the neigh-
bors advised them to employ detectives 
to try and arrest the burglar if possible. 
They, however, thought they did not 
care to go to law about the matter, be-
ing thankful that God had so gloriously 
delivered them. So the neighbors took 
the matter in hand, and notified the 
county detective, who had the burglar 
behind the bars in a short time. 
One night, about two Weeks before 
the titae set for the trial, Grandfather 
had a very significant dream which Caus-
ed him to awake. He awoke Grand-
mother and as he was telling her this 
he heard a noise downstairs. They 
arose and went down (and found that 
another robber had been in the house. 
They searched all around and found that 
h e had stolen some provisions and a 
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little money. Tihey also noticed that 
he had left the coffee box, which was 
albout half full of ground coffee, standing 
on the table uncovered. 
They had been told that the father of 
the man in jail had made the remark to 
some one in the neighborhood a few days 
before, that, "These people are old and 
might die yet before the trial. What 
will happen then? Can the matter be 
pushed further yet ?" In view of this and 
the dream Grandfather had that night, 
they were suspicious and had the coffee 
examined and found that the man who 
broke in that night had put poison into 
the coffee to poison them. 
So then, the second time, God had 
marvelously protected them from the 
hands of would-be-murderers. 
Several years after this incident Grand-
mother fell asleep in Jesus and was laid 
to rest in the quiet country church-yard 
back of the old brick church. 
Grandfather, tho bereft of his earthly 
companion in the tests and trials of life, 
continued for m(any years in the service 
of the Lord. We were often refreshed 
when we heard him relate the above re-
markable miracles of God's portection_ 
and care, while his eyes were filled with 
tears of joy and gratitude and his soul so 
full of glory that he could hardly speak. 
These things were always remarkably 
clear and fresh in his memory. 
He lived to see all his children, grand-
children and also his great grandchildren 
(with possibly one or two exceptions) 
converted, while a large percentage of 
them are actively and exclusively engag-
ed in the Lord's work, among whom are 
soime of the most successful and prom-
inent leaders in both church and mission 
work. 
He lived to within a few years of the 
century mark, well in body, clear in his 
mind, strong in the faith, and conscious 
of God's presence with him unto the end ; 
then worn out and full of days, tho with-
out sickness and pain, he also fell asleep 
in Jesus and was carried to his last 
resting-place by the side of his com-
panion. 
Here is another proof of the truth-
fulness of the Scriptures—"The angel 
of the Lord encampeth round about them 
that fear Him. and delivereth them." 
and again, "Godliness is profitable unto 
all things, having promise of the life that 
now is, and of that which is to .come." 
—Western Christian Union. 
C A S T T H E M O U T . 
A correspondent commends a recent 
article in the Advocate which exposed 
the oibjectional features of so niany mag-
azine articles of the day, and adds: 
"Almost all magazines are publishing 
stories that sooner or later develop into 
disgustingly immoral form, an unlawful 
love plot or other crimes. One mother 
said to me the other day that she had 
cut one after another from her list of 
magazines, yet those that remain seem 
to be getting worse all the time. The 
heroines of these stories are pictured as 
cigarette smokers or smutty talkers, or 
reckless flirts, or something equally bad. 
What's the matter with everybody, any-
way? The world loves the true lover, 
and many like to read decent love stories; 
but from the kind we are getting good 
Lord deliver us." 
How would it do for people to deliver 
themselves from such reading? The 
magazine publishers would come to time 
very quickly if readers would cast their 
productions into the fire and tell them 
they have done so, giving reasons why, 
and refusing to renew. There is no 
better way to suppress the yellow press 
than to stop patronizing it. Money is 
what it is after, and it will publish any 
sensational thing that helps to give pub-
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licity and bring in cash. Stop sending 
the cash to all unprincipled newspapers 
that advertise liquor and cater to vicious 
taste.—Michigan Chr. Advocate. 
B E G I N A T H O M E . 
Too many Christians are like the blind 
woman whom R. A. Torrey tells about. 
"Do you think my blindness will hinder 
me from working for the Master?" she 
asked. 
"Not at all; it may be a great help 
to you, for others, seeing your blindness, 
will come and s/peak to you, and then 
you will have an opportunity of giving 
your testimony for Christ, and of lead-
ing them to the Savior." 
"Oh, that is not what I want," she 
replied. "It seems to me a waste of 
time, when one might be speaking to five 
or six hundred at once, just to be speak-
ing to an individual." 
tHe answered that our Lord Jesus 
Christ was able to speak to more than 
five thousand at once, and yet He never 
thought personal work beneath His dig-
nity or gifts. 
Christian worker, it is one or none. 
He who waits for nuimbers before un-
dertaking to win men for Christ will 
never succeed. He may perchance have 
bis ambition gratified to stand and ad-
dress thousands, but the effect will be 
lacking in that effectiveness which God 
expects. The personal way is his way. 
He that is faithless with that will be 
faithless with the others. Some time 
ago a man came to a friend of J . Wilbur 
Chapman and said: 
" I have about decided to enter upon 
evangelistic work, and 'want a few sug-
gestions from you. I am going to Col-
orado or California, and am sure that 
with such a class as I shall find there I 
shall be successful." 
His friend said, "Do you live here?" 
"Yes , with my brothers and sisters." 
"Then may I ask you this question, I s 
your brother a Christian?" 
"Well, no," he said, "he is not. T h e 
fact is, I have never asked him." 
"May I ask if your sisters are Chris-
tians ?" 
"No, they are not; for as a matter of 
fact we are not on very good terms with 
each other, and I know little about their 
spiritual condition." 
Then the friend turned on him and' 
said: "God will never use you in the 
broader work until you are successful 
in vour home field."—Sel. 
A P R A C T I C A L T A L K T O F A T H E R S " . . 
God pity and help the boy who has 
never known the true companionship of 
a father. About 90 per cent, of the fath-
ers of this country take pride in and 
seem to love their boys from the time 
t'hey are babies until they reach the age 
of three or four. After that the sons 
drift along as best they can. 
I can not comprehend how fathers can-
have so short memories. Tell me; fath-
ers, what you remember of your own 
lives. Has it not often occurred to you 
that you would have been a better man 
had your own father taken a greater 
interest in your boyhood days? Y o u 
should not forget that it will not be long 
ere your boy is a man and that your re-
sponsibility for his welfare does not end 
when he begins his school life. 
Do you know that by being a clos<. 
companion to your boy you are bringing 
joy to the boy's heart as well as youth 
and ambition to your own life? I know 
of nothing that is so inspiring and thrill-
ing as to sde fathers playing 'with their 
boys and going on outings with them. 
I do not mean that a father should have 
so little confidence in his boy as to worry 
when he is out of his sight, and that he 
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roust feel 'compelled to join in all of his 
boyish sports. Not at all. No father 
can follow his boy about likie a spy, for 
that would be showing a species of sus-
picion. But he should take sufficient 
interest in his boy to go out with him 
desirous of making the acquaintance of 
his bov companions. No father's digni-
ty is lowered by meeting and talking 
with boys. 
A good many fathers like to shirk the 
responsibility of their boys' bringing-up, 
and let the whole matter rest on the 
mother's shoulders. That is the worst 
error you can possibly commit. It man-
ifests a most contemptible procedure 
on your part and proves that you 
lack self-resoect. You should not 
forget that self-respect and self-reliance 
are two of thie most important attributes 
of manly character; and that, if you 
yourself are deficient in these, you can 
scarcely expect your boy will develop 
along such lines.—Frederick B. Hawkins. 
" G O I N G T O H E L L . " 
" I am going to hell," were the often 
repeated words of a man only slightly 
under the influence of liquor at the gos-
pel mission in Washington, on Friday 
evening. He was a young man of about 
thirty-two years of age. The Spirit 
of God had been remonstrating with 
him for three months. Almost every 
week of that time he had either held up 
his hand requesting prayers, or come 
forward and kneeled to pray for himself 
and to have others pray for him, but 
the dimmed intellect, the weakened will 
failed to exeroise faith, failed to realize 
pardoned sin, failed to get hold of even 
the plain \;erse, "For whosoever shall call 
upon the name of the Lord shall be 
saved." 
That Friday evening he came forward 
to be prayed for, Mr. Sidell, one of our 
most experienced workers, prayed for 
him and pointed the way of salvation. 
But his steady reply was, " I am going 
to hell." Mr. Sidell answered, "Charles, 
unless you find God to-night, you will 
surely not see God. You have trifled 
on this matter for weeks. With you 
it is now or never. You will never 
again get back to the mission; I am so 
impressed." 
The man arose from his knees unsaved 
and uncomforted. Doctor Ketner, a 
brilliant young physican, not knowing 
what Mr. Sidell had said, put his arm 
around the faltering man and said: 
"Charles, you must not go out; God has 
called you for the last time. Let us 
take a back seat and pray thru. You 
will never get back." He answered, 
"Let me alone, I am going to hell." He 
left the mission at nine-thirty; was killed 
by an automobile a little before eleven 
the same night.—The Lutheran Observ-
er. 
T H E M I N I S T R Y O F I N T E R C E S S I O N . 
Multitudes are behind in their praying. 
The prayer-life is essential for far-reach-
ing and abiding souls. All can not 
preach, all can not sing, all can not give 
munificently, all are not gifted with mag-
netic personality, but all can move 
heaven in prayer. When folks go to 
praying something begins to happen. 
It is recorded in the " L i f e of John 
Hunt," that apostolic missionary to the 
Fijians, that as he lay on what proved 
to be his deathbed, he never ceased to 
pray for the people 'of the island. When 
the end drew near he grasped his com-
rad with one hand, and lifting the other 
cried, "Oh, let me pray once more for 
F i j i ! Lord, for Christ's sake, bless F i j i ! 
Save thy servants, save thy people, save 
the heathen in Fi j i . " And then he fell 
asleep. 
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These mighty men of God toiled, wept 
and prayed until the awful cloud of 
paganism was lifted, and light from 
heaven flashed into many a benighted 
heart. Saving people is hard work, 
for the story of Calvary can be success-
fully told only (by those who are suffer-
ing with the Lord Jesus.-—Living Water. 
A V I S I T T O T U L A R E . 
^ On our return from San Francisco, Bro. 
S. R. Smith and wife, myself and wife stopped 
at Tulare, Cal. This place is about 250 miles 
from San Francisco and about the same dis-
tance from Upland. Here is where a little 
band of our brethren are located. 
We visited the brethren and sisters and 
found all in good courage and happy in the 
Lord. Saturday evening we held a com-
munion service at the school house, their ap-
pointed place of worship. Twenty-two par-
ticipated in this sacred service. Quite a 
number of outsiders were present. 
Sunday morning an election was held for 
a deacon, the choice falling on Bro. Eleazar 
Heise. This was a solemn service because of 
the manifestation of the Spirit of God. Sun-
day evening Bro. Smith again brought the 
message and immediately afterwards Bro. 
Heise's ordination took place. The congre-
gation then came forward and showed their 
appreciation to our dear brother and sister, 
not only the members but others who worship 
with them. Hearts were melted, and im-
mediately after this we gave an altar call 
and six dear young people came forward and 
sought the Lord. Bro. Smith and wife re-
mained thnuout the week while myself and 
wife came home on Monday evening. 
Mlay the Lord continue to bless the vork 
at this place; and we are looking forward to 
the time when the brethren will have a house 
of their own to worship in. We ask you all 
to continue to pray that souls may be saved. 
C. C. Burkholder. 
P. S. Bro. J . B. Learnan, who has been 
home from an Eastern trip for the last eight 
weeks, and who had expected to leave again 
on Oct. 8, for an evangelisltic trip thru East-
ern states, was delayed on account of bodily 
affliction. We trust the Lord will undertake 
and his way be opened in the near furture. 
C. C. B. 
U P L A N D , C A L . 
Dear readers :—• 
It is with praise and thanksgiving in our 
hearts that we greet you all again. We 
surely feel thankful for all the great blessings 
we have enjoyed at this place, especially the 
last couple of weeks. 
(Bishop S. R. Smith and wife arrived here 
safely the morning of Sept. 20. accompanied 
by Sr. E f f i e Rhorer who had met the/m in 
Chicago. Sr. Rohrer remained with us over 
Sunday and then went on to San Francisco. 
Bro. S. R. Smith g'ave us three meetings, 
Wednesday and Thursday and Friday evening, 
before the love feaslt. They were sndeed 
feasts to the soul. 'His Bible teachings were 
very instructive and the Holy Spirit was pre-
sent in power. 
W e were glad to have with us also Bro. 
and Sr. Weibe from Grantham over the love 
feast, also Bro. Reichard and son from He-
met, Cal., Bro. and Sr. Knupp from Whittier, 
Cal., and Sr. May A'lvis and Bro. Wingert 
from Pasadena. No doubt this love feast 
will be long remembered as it is not at all 
probable, we shall ever meet as we did then. 
We were made to realize what ,ur redemption 
really cost and how He suffered, bled, and 
died that we mighit be saved. Surely our 
Christ is a wonderful Savior. 
Sunday morning Bishop S. R. Smith again 
preached with power from the very important 
text, " H o w shall we escape if we neglect so 
great salvation?" A f t e r this service Bro. 
Henry L. Smith was ordained to the ministry 
which was a very sweet and impressive ser-
vice. In the afternoon a praise service wis. 
held where the blessings of the Lord /ere 
pourd out and all felt refreshed in their souls. 
In the evening Bro. and Sr. H. L. Smith .ad 
dharge of the service. This being their f a re , 
well meeting the church was crowded. W e 
feel to praise God more than ever for real 
consecrated people who are willing to leave 
home and loved ones to carry the blessed story 
of salvation to those who have never heard 
of Jesus and His power to give them peace, 
rest, joy in their lives. Let us, who remain 
in the homeland remember our missions, iot 
alone "giving" which is essential, but "prayer" 
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as we had in our last S. S. lesson. "The 
su-pplication of a righteous man availet'h much 
in fts working. R. V. Bro. and Sr. Smith 
were ordained as missionaries at this service. 
An offering was taken for them at this time 
which amounted to $93.00, for which we thank 
God. At the close of the service Bro. and Sr. 
Smith very sweetly sang The Missionarys' 
Farewell ." 
On Monday evening the party of ten left 
f o r San Francisco. A large crowd was pre-
sent at the station to see Bro. and Sr. Smith 
off , and as the train pulled in the people 
enthusiastically sang the song "Speed away." 
We arrived in San Francisco Tuesday nine 
A . M. and eht out to the mission home. 
Here they had erected a tent in the yard 
which served as a beautiful dining room where 
we could ail sit around one large table. In 
the afternoon they had communion services 
in A e tent and Jesus seemed very near. 
Nineteen participated in t/his sacred service. 
In die evening we all went to the Mission 
Hall up town, and at about seven o'clock 
went on the street for the street meeting. 
T h e large crowd that took part in the singing 
and testifying o a large crowd of humanity 
vary ing from barrel house bums 
to well dressed frequenters of the haunts of 
sin. Between foreigners, well dressed J a -
panese, gaud, women, typical Chinese, smart 
young cigarette fiends, tottering old beer sots, 
jeering unbelievers, and many attentive lis-
teners. 
The meeting in tlhe hall immediately follow-
ing this one was one of song and testimony 
in which was a measure of fire and vim large-
l y lacking in many similar meetings else 
where. When the riff-raff of society does 
find Christ they tell of it in no uncertain 
tone. 
T h ° missionary meeting in charge of Bro. 
r.-itiJ Si H. L. Smith and Sr. Rohrer, which 
-i-ai the main featui e of the evening, began 
-about 830. Sr. R^lucr gave a very impress-
i v e message followed by Sr. Smith, an 1 then 
Bro . H. L. Smith spoke forcefully from the 
word of Matthe.v, "Whom will ye that I re-
ease unto you Barabbas or Jesus that is 
called Christ." The offering amounted to 
•about $19.00. 
On Wednesday <)>.-: 1. every one fori", the 
3vT:ss'ion went do a a to il-e pier and spent sonv 
tii.'ie > .king o v " the Mongolia, a 27,0•-> ton 
of the Pacific Mail S. S. Co., which 
ff r the rext fou' vve'.'ks is to be the h>me 
of our friends and loved ones bound for 
India, we noted th.tt the c.eck hands were Urge 
ly Chinese and al's that hundreds of J ipan-
"se and Chines., wer: dicing passage t '>:h a ; 
second class and steerage pasangers, it this 
being excursion season to Japan and China. 
While looking over tae vessel we canu ni«on 
a group of peopie enthusiastically singnis; tlu 
gl.iiv '-org. We 'earned upon inquiring that 
.1 party of Prasbyer ian missionaries were 
leaving for China. There were also som; nth-
cr missionaries a boar-i so there will be <ju:tf 1 
party. 
The moments pass by and soon it is 12.15, 
and alittle group of people at the front of 
the gang plank on the pier are heard sing-
ing "Where He leads me I will follow." Then 
while tears of joy and sorrow mingled and 
swelling emotions could be heard in the voices, 
the last farewells were said, the last hand 
clasps were given, loved ones embraced one 
another and missionaries cheerful and happy 
passed on up the gang way. 
At exactly one P. M. the ropes were cut 
off, the moorings were loosened and the great 
vessel was towed out into the Bay, while the 
dear ones waved us a last farewell from the 
vessel's side as we stood on the edge of the 
pier. Slowly the great ship gathered speed 
under her own power and soon sailed thru 
the Golden Gate accompanied by a small tug 
on whidh the band played popular airs, to start 
her on her trip. May God watch over and 
care for them and give them a safe and pros-
perous journey. 
Adeline Burkholder 
Oct., 6, 1913. 
I desire now to try myself; to search 
my spirit; and, therefore, I devote this 
week, thru God's grace, Ito extraordinary 
retirement, prayer, fasting and medita-
tion; if so be that the Lord will be gra-
cious, and assist me in my self examina-
tion and devotion, and revisit me with 
His free salvation. Without Christ I 
can do nothing'; I therefore cast myself 
at His feet, and beg Him to strengthen 
and direct, and so lead me thru the rug-
ged road of life, that I may at length 
obtain the full fruition of immortal bliss, 
and be made partaker of never-ending 
glory.—Martha Ramsay. 
Lost, Lost 
RKADE* :—That is a solemn word ! "Lost at 
sea"—Lost in in famy"—Lost in Death"—"A 
lost man"—"A lost w o m a n " — " A lost child." 
All these words call up sad thoughts. But 
to be lost at last!—how mournful. What 
a fate for you or for me. What an end for 
one who might have been a son of God, an 
heir of glor-. a companion of angles and glo-
rified saints; to miss the heavenly port, to 
fail of the grace of God, to perish and be 
lost! 
TOMBSTONE E P I T A P H 
What an epitaph would that be. What 
a sad word to dose up the history of a being 
destined for immortality—lost' Young, brave, 
polite, witty—hut lost! Beautiful , amiable, 
caressed, flattered—'but lost! Serious, moral, 
courteous, affectionate—but lost! Correct in 
deportment, a church-goer, benevolent, learn-
ed, respected—but lost! 
Reader, shall such a record be written above 
the resting place of your buried hopes? 
"Lost! Lost!" Oh, 'tis a terrible thing to 
be lost in the wilderness; to be lost at sea; to 
have your ship ground to fragments amid the 
roaring tumult of the breakers and the frown-
ing terrors of a lee shore; to feel that only 
one single plank holds you back from death, 
and that that will soon be s\veep from your 
enfeebled grasp ; but oh, how much more 
terrible to be lost in eternity, to be ship-
wrecked and dashed along dark ruin's fiery 
coast, to be drowned in destruction and per-
dition. to be lost amid the surging billows 
of the lake of fire and brimstone—to be LOST.' 
LOST.' LOST.' L o s t f r o m mercy , and joy , and 
bliss—lost f rom peace, and life, and gladness 
—lost beyond hope or help, beyond remedy 
or release. 
T E R R I B L E TO S E E K EOR G A I N 
Terrible as this word is, it will close up 
the history of multitudes. "What shall it 
profit a man if he gain the whole world and 
lose himself, or be a castaway?" And it is a 
solemn fact that while no man ever has gained 
the whole world, thousands have been lost in 
the attemnt. Shall this be your destiny? 
Do you tread the path oi ambition and seek 
to gain the dizzy heights of power? Oh, look 
and see how many, in treading that perilous 
path, have been lost! Do -ou seek wealth? 
- a h , multitudes have lost themselves there. 
Satan has his hook in that pile of gold. 
— T E R R I B L E TO S E E K FOP P L E A S U R E — 
Do you seek pleasure? A young lady 
stood on the verge that overhung the boiling 
flood of Niagara, and saw a beautiful flower 
growing there. She coveted it ; she reached 
forth her hand to pluck it, but bending above 
that dread abyss, her foot slipped, and she was 
—LOST.' Ah, reader! the flowery path you 
t ieadi overhang* perdition's awfu i gui f , and 
those beauteous blossoms of pride and praise 
are waving fa r out above the fiery deep: 
pluck them and you are lost! Lost! 
C H R I S T L E S S READER, LOST NOW 
Christless reader, you are lost now. Not 
fatally, not irrecoverably. Thou hast destroy-
ed thyself, but in Christ is thy hope. Y o u are 
a "lost sheep," but the Shepherd of Israel 
seeks you today. Y o u are a lost son, but a 
father's heart yearns over the absent prodi-
gal. Will you return? Ah, you are in 
darkness—you know not how. Let me tell 
you : Years ago a man was benighted in one 
of the mining regions in England. He lost 
his way. It was dark. Dangers were thick 
around him. The next step might precipi-
tate him down some awfu l shaft . He realized 
his peril. He stopped still, and began to cry 
with all his strength, " L o s t ! Lost! LOST!! 
L O S T ! ! ! " Oh, what a moment of agony ! 
But a cottager hears the sound. Grasping a 
lantern he sallies forth and answers the voice. 
Guided by the mournful cry, "Lost! LOST!" 
he hurries over the moor. T h e man sees in 
the distance a glimmering l ight; it comes 
nearer and nearer, until at length it shines 
around him and he sees,—O heavens! he 
stands unon the very verge of death—another 
step would have plunged him hundreds of 
feet down the shaft of a coal-mine and dashed 
him in pieces at the bottom. Another step 
—even another ef fort to save himself , or to 
find the way, would have been his ruin. 
STOP AT O N C E 
Reader, you are lost. Stop—stand still 
—cease f rom your wanderings—cease f rom 
your works—cry now to God. There is no 
other help. L i f t up the voice; cry " L o s t ! 
Lost! LOST! God be merciful to m e ! " 
Jesus will hear you. He came "to seek and 
to save that which was lost." H e will save 
you. Oh will you not be saved? N o w is the 
accepted time! Now begin to cry to God 
for help. It will come. Jesus will help you. 
Hear the experience of one who had tried it : 
"I waited patiently for the Lord! 
And he inclined unto me, and heard my cry. 
He brought me up also out of a HORRIBLE PIT, 
out of the miry clay, 
And set my feet upon a ROCK, and established 
my goings. 
And he hath put a new song in my mouth, 
even praise unto our God: 
Many shall see it, and fear, and shall trust in 
the Lord" (Psa . n : 1 - 3 ) . 
* * * * * * * 
The forgoing tract which is complete in 
a small eight page, by 5 in. booklet, with 
an attractive cover, can be had of S. R. Smith, 
Grantham, Pa., at 4 cents per copy ; 40 cents 
per doz.; $ 1 . 5 0 per fifty; $ 2 . 5 0 per hundred, 
postpaid. This booklet has proved a wonder-
ful inspiration to some who were lost in sin, 
and others in doubt or discouragement. 
/ 
L O S T S O U L S . 
L O S T S O U L S ! Can you get a faint idei 
of the measureless depths of meaning in these 
two small words? What oceans of tears! 
What overwhelming buists of wailing and 
gnashing of teeth! What eternities of des-
pair! Irredeemably lost. No chance for a 
light to shine out in their devil-begrit, furnace-
heated, pall-shrouded, downward, outward, 
hcllward pnt'nvru ! Lost to happiness and 
hoi in !,o-t to, God and the redeemed! 
Lost to I 'eRvtn as:<! ; v : !. -u : :nt :io i:.>; » 
of ever being found! Not one d — :: 
hope of ever being anything but more hope-
lessly, ruinously, despairingly lost during all 
the eternities to come! 
From woe to more woe; misery to worse 
misery; ever, always lost! Lost, because they 
would be lost. Lost, while thair bosom friend 
was found! Lost while Jesus was seeking 
them, and found them, lost; but they would 
not be found. They gained the world, and 
lost their souls. They gained the shadow and 
lost the substance; gained the briers, and lost 
the f lower ; gained famine and lost plenty; 
gained foes and lost a friend; gained eter-
nal damnation and lost eternal life. 
•Lost amid the outer darkness! Lost in 
the smoke of torment! Lost in the lake of 
fire and brimstone! Lost amid the howling 
of myriads of to'rmrntinjr devils th? shrieks 
of the damned, "a horrible te:i\p jst," ten 
thousand thunders. Lost! LOST!! LOST!!! 
The bells of eternity are tolling the requiem. 
Time warns you. The Bible warns you. The 
Spirit warns you. Shall you and your loved • 
ones be lost? Decide now, while Jesus calls, 
or you are L O S T . 
"Time's sun is fast setting, its twilight is nigh, 
Its evening is falling in clouds o'er the sky, 
Its shadows are stretching in ominous gloom. 
Then haste, sinner haste,there is mercy for thee. 
And wrath is preparing—flee lingerer, flee!" 
This tract can be had of S. R. Smith, 
Grantham. Pa., at 15c. per too Sr.00 p.'r 1000. 
T I M E , D E A T H A N D E T E R N I T Y . 
R E A D E R : Thy time on earth is short. The 
closing year, each setting sun, each tick of the 
clock, is shortening thy days on earth, and 
swiftlv, silently, but surely carrying thee on— 
on to* E T E R N I T Y and to God. The year, 
the day, the hour, the moment will arrive that 
will close thy l ife on earth, and begin thy song 
in Heaven, or thy wail in Hell. No future 
hour shall comc to bring thee back to earth 
again, thou art there forever for E T E R N I T Y . 
To-day thy feet stand on Time's sinking 
saud; To-morrow the footprints remain, but 
thou art gone—where? into I X T E R N I T Y . 
To-Jay thy hands nrv l.usv at \vloittc 
eyes :>.;v !;ch<?"'diifR. thy mind is thiaUing. t!»na 
art planning for the future. To-taw-raw ail 
is still; the folded arm, the closed eve remain, 
but thou art gone—gone to E T E R N I T Y . Oth-
ers were once busy as thou art; they are gone 
—gone to Eternity. The merry voice, the 
painted clown, the talented artist, whose pres« 
ence made the theatre and the pantomime an 
attraction for thee, are gone; they are removed 
far from the region of fiction to that reality— 
the reality of Eternity. The shrewd merchant 
whose voice was so familiar to thee on the 
crowded Exchange is hushed, he buys and sells 
no more—he has entered Eternity 
And, reader, thine own turn to enter Eternity 
will shortly come. Ask thyself honestly, "Am 
I prepared for Eternity." Give thy conscience 
time to answer; listen, it speaks to thee to-
day. Drown not its voice lest it speak to 
thee no more. Let the Heaven and the Hell 
of the future stand before thee in all their 
reality; one of these must be thine Eternal 
dwelling place, and to-day is the time to make 
thy choice. To-morrow may be too late—one 
day behind time. Which art thou living for? 
Which art thou traveling to? , 
To go from the haunts o f j s in , debauchery 
and vice to the presence of God and the Lamb 
—impossible; from the crowd of the condemn-
ed, and the race for gold and gain, to the song 
of the redeemed, and the crown of glory. No, 
never! Except a man be born again he cannot 
see 'the kingdom of God. Reader, hast thou 
been born again? If so, well; but if not, the 
the horrors of an Eternal Hell are awaiting 
thee and to-day thou art nearer its unquench-
able flame than thou hast ever been before. 
Halt! Why will you meet God with an 
unsaved soul? • He wills it not. To-day He 
pleads. Turn ye, why will ye die? 
This Tract can be had of S . R. Smith, Gran-
tham, Pa., 15c per 100. $1 .00 per 1000. postpaid. 
